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Abstract. Workflows describe sequences of tasks to achieve goals.
These sequences can contain decisions, loops, and parallelisations and
are, therefore, similar to computer programs. Experts in the domain
of workflow application usually design these workflows. However, these
experts are rarely IT experts. For this reason, after automation by a
computer, workflows can exhibit undesired behaviors. Such behaviors
can be expensive and dangerous and should be avoided. The notion of
soundness describes the absence of the undesired behaviors of deadlocks
and abundances. The state of the art in workflow verification can detect
such behaviors, but gives no indication of causes, does not provide
detailed diagnostic information, or is slow. This article introduces
two new compiler-based techniques to find causes of deadlocks and
abundances. These techniques provide detailed diagnostic information
and have a cubic asymptotic complexity of runtime. Their eﬀiciency
and quality is evaluated using a benchmark of over thousand real-world
workflows together with two leading state-of-the-art approaches.
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Introduction

Processes are omnipresent, whether in public authorities, companies, hospitals, or in everyday
life. In many cases, it is profitable to recognize, observe, and write down such processes. This
contributes to speeding up public authorities, securing corporate goals, and saving the lives
of patients in hospitals. When we formally describe processes, they are called workflows and
they mainly define a sequence of different tasks to achieve a goal [1], [2].
This article uses the following example of a (simplified) process of treating a patient
in a hospital: A patient enters a hospital with complaints. First, the patient is examined
by a doctor. On the basis of this examination, the doctor decides whether the treatment
is simple or not. If it is simple, the doctor will take care of the patient immediately.
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Otherwise, the doctor will inform the senior physician and start treatment at the same
time to alleviate the symptoms. In the meantime, the senior physician reviews the treatment
and the complaints. If other treatments are required, the senior physician informs the doctor,
who then re-examines the patient. Otherwise, in the simple case, the senior physician will
confirm this to his colleague. During the last examination, the patient is examined again and
the doctor writes the patient’s discharge papers. The patient leaves the hospital.
A domain expert can formalize this process into a workflow in the modeling language
Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN) 2.0 [3]. Figure 1 illustrates the workflow. In
most modeling languages, the workflow is a graph of nodes and edges, with nodes having
different semantics. There are start and end events (circles with thin and thick lines) and
tasks (rectangles) as well as decision nodes (diamonds with crosses) and parallelism nodes
(diamonds with plus signs). In the figure, roles are also shown as lanes with the labels
“patient”, “doctor”, and “senior physician”.
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Figure 1. A workflow in BPMN

Usually, domain experts are not IT experts. For this reason, undesired behavior can
occur in extracted workflows when automated by a computer. Finding these undesired
behaviors in complex workflows is diﬀicult. But in the worst case they can lead to false
or wrong government documents, the non-attainment of business goals or loss of human
lives. Undesired behavior is expensive and dangerous and should be avoided [4]. This article
considers such undesired behaviors and recognizes them before they cause harm.
The state of the art considers different behavioral failures in workflows that lead to
different notions of correctness. The notion used in this article — the soundness — describes
the absence of (local) deadlocks and abundances [5], [6]. In an abundance, the workflow
is in a situation where the same task can be performed undesirably more than once in a
row. A deadlock blocks partly the execution of a workflow so that the workflow cannot be
successfully terminated.
The workflow of Figure 1 contains undesired behavior in the form of abundances and
deadlocks and is unsound. A deadlock occurs, for instance, when the treatment of the patient
is simple. Figure 2 illustrates this fact on a simplified version of the workflow — the execution
(represented by a bold grey path) is blocked in front of the right diamond with a plus sign.
This happens since this node tries to synchronize the parallelism, which, however, does not
exist.
To avoid undesired behavior in workflows, various techniques can be applied to determine
deadlocks and abundances. In general, they take into account situations that can be reached
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in workflows. But sometimes any number of such situations are possible, so some of these
techniques do not finish [4]. The more crucial problem, however, is that most techniques
consider only the errors instead of the faults [7], [8]. In other words, the techniques find only
deadlocks or abundances instead of the reason “why” they happen. But we need that why
to locate the modeling failures and repair the workflow. The derivation of the fault from
an error is diﬀicult due to the fault distance known from software quality. Also, algorithms
cannot find all errors since they are hidden by previous errors. For instance, a deadlock can
block the reaching of another error [9]. In other situations, unnoticed errors can repair and
mask another error [7], which is therefore hidden. Sometimes the fault cannot be determined,
because the undesired behavior does not seem to fit the fault, e. g., a deadlock was detected
whose origin is an abundance fault, fault illusion [10]. The interested reader can learn more
about fault blocking, masking, distance, and illusion in previous work [11].
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Figure 2. A deadlock (grey path) in the example workflow

If the soundness checkers only detect errors such as deadlocks and abundances instead
of their faults: How should a developer know, what is the reason for undesired behavior
and where is its cause? This article answers these questions for the first time to the best
of the authors’ knowledge. It shows that workflows are sound if they have neither causes
of abundances nor deadlocks. In addition, the article presents two algorithms that find
causes of abundances and deadlocks in cyclic workflows. These algorithms have the following
properties:
1. Their runtime is O(E 3 ) with E being the number of edges of the workflow.
2. They provide accurate and detailed diagnostic information.
3. They detect causes of deadlocks and abundances behind other causes of deadlocks and
abundances.
This article has the following structure: After the introduction, Section 2 repeats the
basics of workflows. Section 3 gives an overview of the state of the art in soundness checking.
Subsequently, Section 4 explains partial analyses of workflows. Section 5 examines causes
of deadlocks, while Section 6 focuses on causes of abundances. Section 7 introduces our
analysis tool Mojo. This tool is then used in an evaluation (Section 8). The article ends with
a conclusion and a look at the future work in Section 9.

2

Preliminaries

This section introduces the notions used in this article.
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2.1

Multisets

A multiset describes a set-like construct where each element can appear more than once. Each
multiset M over a set S is a total function from S to the natural numbers N (M : S 7→ N).
Therefore, M applies a natural number to each element of S that describes the absolute
frequency of each element in M . We write hm0 , . . . , mk i, k ≥ 0, {m0 , . . . , mk } ⊆ S [12].
For instance, M 0 = ha, a, b, b, b, di is a multiset over {a, b, c, d} with M 0 (a) = 2, M 0 (b) = 3,
M 0 (c) = 0, and M 0 (d) = 1. The support Support(M ) of M is defined as {m ∈ S : M (m) ≥ 1}.
It describes the set of all elements of S that appears at least once in M . Each m ∈ Support(M )
is also called element of M , m ∈ M . As for the last example, Support(M 0 ) = {a, b, d} is the
support of M 0 and a, b, d ∈ M 0 , c ∈
/ M 0.
Multisets can be used like normal sets. The operations ⊆, ∩, ∪, and \ are naturally defined
as follows (inspired by Rosen [13] and Reisig [12]):
M ⊆ O ⇐⇒ ∀m ∈ Support(M ) : M (m) ≤ O(m)

O is a multiset

M ∩ O = C ⇐⇒ ∀m ∈ Support(M ) : C(m) = min(M (m), O(m))

O, C are multisets

M ∪ O = V ⇐⇒ ∀m ∈ (Support(M ) ∪ Support(O)) : V (m) = M (m) + O(m)

O, V are multisets

M \ O = K ⇐⇒ ∀m ∈ Support(M ) : K(m) = max M (m) − O(m), 0

O, K are multisets



Operations between multisets and ordinary sets are easily possible by converting the sets
to multisets before applying an operation. This is done implicitly throughout this article. For
the two multisets M1 = ha, a, b, b, b, ci and M2 = ha, a, a, b, b, b, b, b, c, d, di, the introduced
operations result in:
M1 ⊆ M2
M1 ∪ M2
2.2

M2 6⊆ M1
M1 ∩ M2
= ha, a, a, a, a, b, b, b, b, b, b, b, b, c, c, d, di M2 \ M1

= M1 = ha, a, b, b, b, ci
= ha, b, b, d, di

Graphs and Paths

A directed graph (digraph) G consists of a set N = N (G) called the nodes of G, and a set
E = E(G) of ordered pairs, E ⊆ N × N , called the edges of G [13], [14], [15]. We write
G = (N, E). For an edge e = (s, t) ∈ E, s is the source of e, s = src(e), and t is the target
of e, t = tgt(e). The incoming edges of a node n define the set of edges with n as target:
▷n = {(p, n) = e ∈ E}. Similarly, n◁ = {(n, s) = e ∈ E} describes all outgoing edges of n.
A path P of G is a sequence (e0 , . . . , em ), m ≥ 0, of edges of E, where each target of an
edge corresponds to the source of the next edge in sequence: ∀0 ≤ i < m : tgt(ei ) = src(ei+1 )
[16]. An edge e is an element of P if it is part of P ’s sequence, e ∈ P . The length of P is
the length of the sequence, |P | = m. The notion Pa→b is used to describe a path from a to b.
In this context, Pa→b describes the set of all paths from a to b. Each path, in which an edge
appears twice, has a loop. A graph is called cyclic if there is at least one path with a loop.
Otherwise, the graph is called acyclic.
Control-flow graphs are a special subset of all graphs (e. g., Zima et al.[17]). A control-flow
graph CF G = (N, E) is a digraph (N, E) with the following properties:
1. There is exactly one start node nStart without any incoming edge, ▷nStart = ∅, but with
exactly one outgoing edge, nStart ◁ = {eStart }, the start edge.
2. There is exactly one end node nEnd with exactly one incoming edge, ▷nEnd = {eEnd }, the
end edge, but without any outgoing edge, nEnd ◁ = ∅.
3. Each edge e ∈ E lies on a path from eStart to eEnd : ∀e ∈ E : ∃P ∈ PeStart →eEnd : e ∈ P
An example control-flow graph is shown in Figure 3. It consists of the nodes n1 , n2 , . . . , n15
and the edges (n1 , n2 ), (n2 , n3 ), . . . between these nodes. The start node is n1 and the end
node is n9 . The start edge is (n1 , n2 ) and the end edge is (n8 , n9 ). Obviously, each edge lies
on a path of P(n1 ,n2 )→(n8 ,n9 ) .
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Figure 3. A control-flow graph

2.3

Workflow Graphs

Workflow graphs are simplifications of complex workflows for control-flow analysis. They
were introduced by Sadiq and Orlowska [5] and later formalized by other researchers. The
definition in this article is based on control-flow graphs:
Definition 1 (Workflow graph). A workflow graph WFG consists of a control-flow graph
(N, E) and a total function
l : N 7→ {Start, End, Task, Split, Merge, Fork, Join}

(1)

that assigns a label to each node. The label defines the kind of node and its semantics. A
workflow graph is written as WFG = (N, E, l). The set of nodes consists of distinct subsets:
N = {nStart , nEnd } ∪ NTask ∪ NSplit ∪ NMerge ∪ NFork ∪ NJoin

(2)

All nodes of the same set have the same label:
l(nStart ) = Start, the start node
∀n ∈ NTask : l(n) = Task, the task nodes
∀n ∈ NMerge : l(n) = Merge, the merge nodes
∀n ∈ NJoin : l(n) = Join, the join nodes.

l(nEnd ) = End, the end node
∀n ∈ NSplit : l(n) = Split, the split nodes
∀n ∈ NFork : l(n) = Fork, the fork nodes

Furthermore, WFG has the following properties:
1. Each task node of NTask has exactly one incoming and exactly one outgoing edge.
2. Each split and fork node of (NSplit ∪ NFork ) has exactly one incoming and at least two
outgoing edges.
3. Each merge and join node of (NMerge ∪ NJoin ) has at least two incoming edges and exactly
one outgoing edge.
Each kind of node has a special symbol if the workflow graph is visualized (cf. Figure 4).
Start and end nodes are illustrated as (bold) circles. Unfilled rectangles mark task nodes.
Split and merge nodes are (bold) diamonds. Filled rectangles indicate fork and join nodes.
They can be distinguished by their numbers of incoming and outgoing edges. Although both
split and merge nodes and fork and join nodes have similarities, they differ in their behavior,
i. e., split and merge nodes process decisions in workflow graphs and fork and join nodes
create and consume parallelism.
The behavior of workflow graphs is defined by the labels of the nodes. It is a common
standard to use Petri net semantics to mathematically define the semantics of workflow
graphs. The following definitions (Definition 2 to Definition 5) are based on the work of
Vanhatalo et al. [18] and Völzer [19]. In the first place, the semantics consider execution
situations — states — and the transitions between these situations.
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Definition 2 (State). A state of a workflow graph (N, E, l) is a multiset S over the set of
edges E. It assigns to each edge e ∈ E a natural number m of tokens, m = S(e). The set of
all (arbitrary) states over E is designated with S(E).
An edge e of a workflow graph carries, owns, or simply has a token in a state S if S(e) ≥ 1.
Tokens are represented as filled black circles at the edges. For instance, the workflow graph
in Figure 5 is currently in the state S = h(T4 , M2 ), (S2 , T6 )i. Special cases of states are the
initial state, in which only the start edge eStart carries exactly one token, and the termination
state, in which only the end edge eEnd has exactly one token. If nodes have tokens at their
incoming edges, they can be executable:
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Figure 5. A workflow graph in a state with tokens at edges (T4 , M2 ) and (S2 , T6 )

Definition 3 (Executability). Let (N, E, l) be a workflow graph in a state S. The start
and end nodes are never executable. All other nodes n ∈ N \ {nStart , nEnd } are active if they
have at least one incoming edge that carries a token. They are executable in S iff either 1) n
is active and not a join node, or 2) all of n’s incoming edges have at least one token:








n is executable in S ⇐⇒ n ∈
/ NJoin ∧ ▷n ∩ S 6= ∅ ∨ ▷n ⊆ S .
Exec(S) is the set of all executable nodes in state S:
Exec(S) = {n ∈ N : n is executable in S}.
The nodes T6 and M2 of the workflow graph in Figure 5 are currently executable in the
state S, Exec(S) = {M2 , T6 }. The join node J1 , however, can only be executed in any state
S 0 ⊇ {(T3 , J1 ), (S2 , J1 )}. Therefore, the executability of join nodes is specific for workflow
graphs. If a node is executable, the state can transit to another state:
Definition 4 (State transitions). Let S be a state of a workflow graph WFG = (N, E, l)
n
and n ∈ N be an executable node. After executing n, WFG changes into S 0 , written S → S 0 .
The state S 0 is defined for the node n as follows:
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n ∈ (NTask ∪ NFork ∪ NJoin ): From each incoming edge of n, one token is removed, and at
each outgoing edge of n, an additional token is placed: S 0 = (S \ ▷n) ∪ n◁
n ∈ (NSplit ∪ NMerge ): From exactly one incoming edge in of n with a token, one token is
removed, and at exactly one randomly chosen outgoing edge out, an additional token is
placed: S 0 = (S \ {in}) ∪ {out}, in ∈ (▷n ∩ S), out ∈ n◁
For instance, either T6 or M2 can be executed in state S of the workflow graph in Figure 5
T
non-deterministically. If the node T6 is executed, S changes to the state S 0 , S →6 S 0 , S 0 =
h(T4 , M2 ), (T6 , M1 )i.
Definition 3 and Definition 4 specify the semantics of the different kinds of nodes and
thus of workflow graphs. In summary, it can be said that the start and end node have no
semantics. They only mark where the execution begins and ends. With the exception of join
nodes, all nodes can be executed if at least one incoming edge has at least one token. A task
node would take a token from its incoming edge and place a token on its outgoing edge.
Split and merge nodes make non-deterministic decisions. A split node takes a token from its
incoming edge and puts it randomly on one of its outgoing edges. Merge nodes randomly
take one token from one of their incoming edges (with at least one token) and place it on
their outgoing edge. Fork nodes also take a token from their incoming edge, but set a token
on each of their outgoing edges. Therefore, there is a parallelism after the execution of a fork.
This parallelism can be synchronized by a join node. Such a join node can only be executed
if each of its incoming edges has at least one token. During its execution, it picks a token
from each of its incoming edges. It then places an additional single token on its outgoing
edge.
The semantics of the different kinds of nodes follows the common semantics of workflow
graphs in the literature (defined by Sadiq and Orlowska [5]). To simplify notions and proofs,
the notion reachability is useful:
Definition 5 (Reachability). Let (N, E, l) be a workflow graph. A state Sto is strictly
reachable from a state Sfrom (written Sfrom → Sto ) if there is an executable node n in Sfrom
whose execution ends in state Sto . Sto is reachable from Sfrom (written Sfrom →∗ Sto ) if there
is a sequence of states S0 , . . . , Sm , m ≥ 1, such that S0 → S1 → . . . → Sm−1 → Sm and
S0 = Sfrom , Sm = Sto . The state-space of a workflow graph is defined by the strictly reachable
relation.
2.4

Soundness

The soundness property defines a correctness criterion for workflow graphs [20]. It describes
the absence of (local) deadlocks and synchronization lacks [5].
Definition 6 (Deadlock). A state Sdead 6= SEnd , Sdead ∈ S(E), of a workflow graph
(N, E, l) is a deadlock if there is an active node n in Sdead that is not executable in each
reachable state. That means, n can only be a join node. We also say that n has a deadlock
in Sdead . This is called a local deadlock in Fahland et al. [4].
For instance, the workflow graph in Figure 6 a) is in a deadlock h(T3 , J1 )i because the join
node J1 is not executable.
Definition 7 (Abundance). A lack of synchronization describes a state Sabu ∈ S(E) of a
workflow graph (N, E, l), in which at least one edge carries more than one token. Since the
term lack of synchronization describes the origin of the error situation and not the situation
itself, we prefer the term abundance and will use it throughout the rest of this article.
The workflow graph in Figure 6 b) is present in an abundance since the edge (M2 , T3 ) has
two tokens.
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Definition 8 (Soundness). A workflow graph is sound if neither a deadlock nor an
abundance is reachable from the initial state.
Our example workflow graph is not sound. The definition of soundness is valid only with
the assumption of fairness. Fairness means, in our context, that non-deterministic decisions
are made non-deterministically and, therefore, loops terminate in sound workflow graphs [6],
[21], [22], [23]. Throughout the rest of this article, fairness is assumed.

3

State of the Art

The behavioral analysis of workflows has a long tradition and is meanwhile applicable to
real workflows [24]. One of the best known behavioral notions is soundness, which was firstly
introduced by Van der Aalst [25]. Soundness has evolved to this day leading to many variants,
e. g., the relaxed or weak soundness (the reader can find a good overview of the variants in
Puhlmann [26] and Van der Aalst et al. [27]). As already mentioned, this article considers the
classical definition of soundness by Van der Aalst [6]. Van der Aalst defined the soundness
on special Petri nets with exactly one start and exactly one end place — workflow nets. A
workflow net is sound if and only if for each reachable state the termination state is reachable
(there is no deadlock), the end place carries a token only in the termination state (there is
no abundance) and no transition is dead.
With the rank theorem [28], the soundness property of workflow nets can be checked by
considering the properties liveness and boundedness [6]. Liveness corresponds to the absence
of deadlocks and boundedness belongs to the absence of abundances. The advantage of this
approach is the application of well-known Petri net theory to workflows. Furthermore, the
runtime behavior is cubic O(N 3 ) with N being the maximum number of places, transitions,
and edges [29]. However, its disadvantage is the lack of diagnostic information to describe the
violations of soundness [30]. For this reason, new models and approaches for the description
and verification of workflows have been developed so far. They are briefly presented further
in this section.
3.1

Formal Models

Workflow graphs [5] are the most noted formal model for describing workflows alongside
workflow nets. They are similar to control-flow graphs, but allow explicit parallelism. Like
workflow nets, workflow graphs abstract from the real workflow and contain only those parts
that are important for describing the control-flow.
Van der Aalst has shown that every acyclic workflow graph has a semantically equivalent
Free Choice Petri net [31]. Therefore, the rank theorem can also be applied to workflow
graphs. Favre et al. later showed the equivalence between arbitrary workflow graphs and
workflow nets [32]. However, workflow graphs are easier to extend by new control-flow
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elements (such as OR-join nodes) [32], whose semantics cannot be formalized by a token game
that easy. This disadvantage of workflow nets motivated Van der Aalst and Ter Hofstede
to develop the workflow modeling language Yet Another Workflow Language (YAWL) [33].
Starting from different business workflow modeling languages, they extended workflow nets
with missing but often used control-flow elements such as cancellation patterns.
Chrza�stowski-Wachtel et al. proposed a semantically similar way of cancellation patterns
[34]. In their work, they also introduced a new method to describe workflows: their description
as trees. In these trees, children of a node describe refinements similar to sub-processes. They
create a hierarchical order of the nodes of a workflow. Chrza�stowski-Wachtels et al. propose
to construct a workflow by a stepwise refinement. If the developer applies sound structures
in each step, then the resulting workflow is also sound. However, Chrza�stowski-Wachtel et
al. missed to show how an already existing workflow can be decomposed.
3.2

Soundness Check With Decomposition

A decomposition of a workflow into a tree was examined by Vanhatalo et al. [18] with
the introduction of the Process Structure Tree (PST) as a result of decomposition into
Single-Entry-Single-Exits (SESE). The advantage is that developers can create the workflows
as usual and a tool derives the PST. The derived PST is hidden from the developer, but
can be used for analysis. Vanhatalo et al. use simple rules and heuristics as analyses, which
are unfortunately incomplete when parts of the tree (the SESE fragments) are unstructured
[18]. Besides this disadvantage, SESE decomposition has many advantages: applied analyses
lead to a high quality of the diagnostic information, arbitrary analyses are possible, and the
decomposition is fast. It is possible to detect causes of the errors (faults) for each fragment
instead of just the error. This is also possible for faults, which are never reached at runtime
(e. g., because an earlier deadlock hinders them). Since each fragment is a workflow again,
any analyses can be applied to it. Therefore, it is possible to use other approaches for
unstructured fragments.
The asymptotic runtime behavior of the SESE decomposition depends on the time in which
the workflow is decomposed and the PST is built. Both steps have their origin in the works
of Johnson et al. [35], [36] about Program Structure Trees for ordinary computer programs.
Ananian improved the methods of Johnson et al. for his Single Static Information Form
[37]. For this reason, the approach of Vanhatalo et al. [18] is the first to consider workflows
as control-flow graphs. They later refined the approach by finding more detailed fragments
based on the 3-connectedness [38]. Such 3-connected fragments have exactly one incoming
and one outgoing edge. They can be detected with the eﬀicient linear-time algorithm of
Hopcroft and Tarjan [39] for control-flow graphs. Since the detected fragments are more
detailed than the original SESE fragments, a more detailed failure diagnosis is possible.
It is also possible to rearrange workflows using these detailed fragments [40]. In addition,
tools can automatically close incomplete fragments with a matching convergent node. The
approach of Chrza�stowski-Wachtel et al. [34] can have a revival. Kühne et al. [41] showed its
practical benefit. It was possible to obtain diagnostic information during the construction of
workflow graphs.
3.3

Model-Checking and Rank Theorem

The disadvantage of decomposition is its incompleteness. Model-checking is certainly the
most popular alternative approach. For verification of workflows it was first used by Van
der Aalst [42]. Model-checking describes an eﬀicient exploration of the state-space of the
workflow. The state-space contains all reachable states and the transitions between them.
The fundamental problem of state-space exploration is its complexity. Even small graphs
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can have an unbounded state-space — a state-space explosion [4], [43]. There are approaches
to limit the state-space. For instance, explorations replace unbounded growing numbers
of tokens with an identity element. The resulting state-space is a Coverability Tree [23],
whose construction is EXPSPACE-hard [44]. However, it halts and therefore always leads
to diagnostic information. The diagnostic information consists of the state transitions to
the first erroneous state. Lohmann and Fahland also tried to reduce the state-space [45].
Their goal was to explore the decisions of split nodes that lead to erroneous behaviors.
Unfortunately, this approach was not pursued to the end.
For state-space explorations, there are two well-known tools: Woflan [46] and LoLA
[47]. Verbeek et al. have developed Woflan and it is today the most complete tool for
checking workflow nets. In addition to other quality criteria, it also checks soundness. For
that, it tries to minimize the workflow net. If the resulting net is trivial, then it is sound.
Otherwise, Woflan decides on the S-coverability whether there can be diagnostic information
or not. S-coverability describes the ability to decompose the workflow net into S-components.
S-components are minimal sets that contain all direct predecessors and successors of each
place [28]. If decomposition is possible, the workflow net is free of abundances. Otherwise,
the workflow net is unsound, however it is not known whether there is a deadlock or
an abundance. Deadlocks are determined with the help of a state-space exploration for
free-choice workflow nets. For this reason, Woflan also uses an EXPSPACE-hard algorithm.
The work of Fahland et al. underlines this fact in a comparison of three approaches for
soundness checking [4]: state-space exploration with LoLA, SESE decomposition with the
IBM WebSphere Business Modeler, and S-coverability and state-space exploration with
Woflan. Their main finding was that for most real workflows, soundness checking is possible
in a short period of time. But the state-space-based approaches also showed that they cannot
consider each of the 1,386 workflows because they took too much time or did not finished.
The mentioned tool LoLA is an analyzer for simple Petri nets. It is a general tool
for model-checking and has not been developed specifically for soundness. LoLA accepts
the properties to be tested as formal equations, e. g., the equation for finding abundances
contains the condition that in at least one state at least one place has more than one token.
Formal equations are checked by various reduction methods of the entire net and subsequent
state-space explorations.
There are other approaches to soundness checking based on reduction methods. For
instance, Sadiq and Orlowska [5] used reduction rules to find deadlocks and abundances.
These rules eliminate start and end nodes, combine sequences of nodes to a single edge, etc.
If the resulting graph has only one node, the workflow is sound. Otherwise, it is unsound.
Although the asymptotic runtime behavior O(E 2 ) seems promising, Van der Aalst showed
that they are incomplete [31].
Eshuis and Kumar criticize the state-space exploration and rank theorem approaches for
their poor fault localization [48]. Instead, they use instance graphs to show soundness, with
instance graphs representing possible executions of a workflow graph [5]. The instance graphs
are derived with Integer Programming and represent errors if the graph does not contain all
of a join node’s direct predecessors — a deadlock — or more than one direct predecessor
of a merge node — an abundance. However, this approach is bound to acyclic workflow
graphs, cannot find faults behind other faults, and has an exponential runtime. Although
the implementation in DiagFlow 3 is faster than Woflan [46], the time spent is not acceptable
for immediate fault feedback.
3

http://is.ieis.tue.nl/staff/heshuis/DiagFlow/ (Mai 2019)
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3.4

Pattern- and Compiler-Based Approaches

Approaches that take into account the structure of workflows such as compilers are
alternatives to model-checking. The most famous approach is the SESE decomposition.
However, the literature also knows other compiler-based approaches, as will be shown in
the following.
For instance, Van Dongen et al. have defined two relations (referred to as causal footprints)
[49], the first claiming for an executed node that each node in relation is executed too;
and the second claiming that an executed node was executed after at least one node in
relation. Based on these causal footprints, Dongen et al. defined three erroneous patterns for
deadlocks, abundances, and non-terminating loops. Unfortunately, only for non-terminating
loops was it shown that the workflow is unsound. For both other patterns, it is uncertain
whether there is a deadlock or abundance.
Favre created another algorithm for soundness checking in acyclic workflow graphs
on patterns and relations [30]. He defined an always-parallel-relation between the edges
for deadlocks, which is determined by a kind of data-flow analysis that propagates the
information throughout the workflow graph. The relation helps to know whether all incoming
edges of a join node are always in parallel or not. If they are not always in parallel, a
deadlock is possible. For abundances, he defines a perhaps-parallel-relation. If an abundance
is impossible, all two incoming edges of merge nodes cannot be in that relation. Although
the approach provides good diagnostic information and is possible in polynomial runtime
complexity, limiting it to acyclic graphs is not practicable and the finding of faults behind
other faults is not always possible.
Favre et al. proposed another approach based on anti-patterns [50]. The patterns are
similar to those of Dongens et al. [49], however apply to cyclic workflows. Favre et al.
show that the existence of such an anti-pattern makes a workflow unsound. If a workflow is
unsound, a failure diagnostic starts. This diagnosis determines the subgraph, which belongs
to the failure, using the rank theorem and other approaches. The runtime behavior of the
approach is quintic, but the approach leads to very good diagnostic information. But it only
finds one error per workflow.

4

Partial Analysis and Entry Points

The aim of this research is to find methods that provide diagnostic information about
deadlocks and abundances in high quality and quantity. Figure 7 shows a workflow graph that
can easily be divided into two subgraphs (visualized by the dashed boxes). Each execution of
the left subgraph ends in a deadlock in the join node J. On the contrary, each execution of the
right subgraph ends in an abundance at an edge after the merge node M . Any consideration
of the workflow graph from the initial state, however, would only end in a deadlock, so
that the abundance is not reachable. Since the abundance is reachable immediately after
the repair of the left part of the workflow graph, it would be useful to know the abundance
already at repair time. Classical state-space exploration fails in this task since it discovers
only reachable states.
A4
S

A0

A1

J

S
A5

A3

F

M

A6

E

A2

Figure 7. A workflow graph whose execution is blocked in the join node J
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Our basic approach is to start the examination of workflow graphs (similarly to the SESE
approach) from different points of the graph — the entry points. Unlike the SESE approach,
an entry point could be any edge of the workflow. The advantage is that the entry point
approach also applies to unstructured workflows. However, the search for good entry points
is much more diﬀicult than for SESE.
4.1

Computations and Control-Flows

Before considering different entry points, some terms should be clarified. For instance,
different executions of a workflow were discussed. This commonly used term can be refined
in the notion of computations (based on Kindler and Van der Aalst [22]):
Definition 9 (Computation). Let (N, E, l) be a workflow graph in a state S0 . Any long
sequence of strictly reachable states
S0 → S1 → S2 → . . .

S0 , S1 , S2 , . . . ∈ S(E)

(3)

is a computation cS0 starting in S0 iff for each Si , i ≥ 0, there is a strictly reachable Si+1
or this sequence is maximal. If the length of computation is bounded, then the computation
is finite. Otherwise, it is infinite. All possible computations starting in S0 , c0S0 , c1S0 , . . .,
comprises the set CS0 = {c0S0 , c1S0 . . .}. We write S ∈ cS0 if S is a state in the sequence of cS0 .
For instance, starting in the state
E D

E D

D

E

(A1 , M ), (M, A6 )
E D

E

(M, A6 ) , (A1 , M ), (A6 , E) , (M, A6 ), (A6 , E) , (A6 , E), (A6 , E)
However,

D

E D

E D

E

(A1 , M ),

is a valid computation.
E

(A1 , M ), (M, A6 ) , (A1 , M ), (A6 , E) , (M, A6 ), (A6 , E)
D

D

in Figure 7,

is not a valid

computation since the state (A6 , E), (A6 , E) is reachable from the last state and, therefore,
the computation is not maximal.
Since computations start in individual states of a workflow graph, the behavior of the
workflow can be considered in different situations. However, not every computation start
considered can be reached from the initial state. This would lead to false positive and false
negative analysis results. Consideration of computations that begin in states with a single
token avoids this problem. In the following, we are therefore interested in computations that
start with a single token. We call them control-flows:
Definition 10 (Control-flow). A control-flow fe from an edge e of a workflow graph
(N, E, l) is a computation chei starting in a single-token state hei. Let all possible control-flows
fe0 , fe1 , . . ., of the edge e be in the set Fe = {fe0 , fe1 , . . .} = Chei .
D

E D

E D

E

(A1 , M ) , (M, A6 ) , (A6 , E) is a valid control-flow of the edge (A1 , M ) in Figure 7.
As can be seen in this example, a control-flow of an edge e describes possible states that
result from a single token on e. Therefore, it also describes at which other edges a token
could get to when starting at e.
Remark 1 (Path on control-flow). Let (N, E, l) be a workflow graph. If an edge a gets a
token in at least one control-flow fe ∈ Fe of an edge e, then there is a path from e to a.
Theorem 1 (Control-flow on a path). Let e, a ∈ E, e 6= a, be two edges of a workflow
graph (N, E, l).



There is a path P from e to a
=⇒

(4)


∃fe ∈ Fe : ∀b ∈ P : b gets a token in fe ∨ ∃S ∈ fe : S is a deadlock

(5)
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4.2

Partial Analysis

Control-flows are suitable for local, i. e., partially, considerations about the behavior of
workflow graphs. Due to the explicit assumption that exactly one token lies on exactly one
edge, it is possible to simulate what can happen if this edge receives a token in a computation.
The consideration of single edges with their control-flows is so isolated that each edge can
be regarded as entry point for an analysis. Therefore, an entry point is any edge at which a
single token is assumed. The advantages of considering single edges as entry points are:
1. It is simple and not as complex as determining a set of edges as entry points.
2. Each control-flow of an entry point is part of at least one computation where a token
reaches that entry point.
The following two theorems describe the second advantage:
Theorem 2. Let e ∈ E be an edge (an entry point) of a workflow graph (N, E, l) in a state
S, e ∈ S.
let fe ∈ Fe
=⇒
∃cS ∈ CS : ∀Se ∈ fe : ∃Sc ∈ cS : Se ⊆ Sc

(6)
(7)

Figure 8 shows an example of a workflow graph in the state hk, oi = S. There is a
control-flow (hki , hf i , hgi) = fk from edge k. On the basis of Theorem 2, there is
at least one computation cS ∈ CS , which contains this control-flow. An example of cS is:
(hk, oi , hf , oi , hg, oi , hg, pi , hg, ci , hg, di , hg, ei , hg, f i , hg 2 i) = cS .
If a computation cS ∈ CS starting in state S contains a control-flow fe ∈ Fe , e ∈ E,
then for each state of fe , there is a state in cS that is a superset of it, formally: ∀Sf ∈
fe : ∃Sc ∈ cS : Sf ⊆ Sc . And for each edge with a token in a state S exists a control-flow
that is contained in a computation starting in S:
Theorem 3. Let (N, E, l) be a workflow graph in a state S ∈ S(E).
let cS ∈ CS
=⇒
∀e ∈ S : ∃fe ∈ Fe : ∀Sf ∈ fe : ∃Sc ∈ cS : Sf ⊆ Sc

(8)
(9)

The control-flow (hki , hf i , hgi) = fk of the edge k of Figure 8 is part of the following
computation, as previously mentioned: (hk, oi , hf, oi , hg, oi , hg, pi , hg, ci , hg, di , hg, ei ,
hg, f i , hg 2 i). The control-flow of edge o within this computation is: (hoi , hpi , hci , hdi ,
hei , hf i , hgi).
Theorem 2 and Theorem 3 are the formal basis of our approach of using different entry
points as starting points for analyses. They can be used to identify errors behind other errors.
For instance, if there is an abundance in a control-flow of an entry point, then that abundance
is possible for any computation that puts a token at this entry point. If a control-flow of the
start edge puts a token at this entry point, an abundance is also possible. If there is no such a
control-flow of the start edge that puts a token at that entry point, then the workflow graph
has a reachable deadlock (because of Theorem 1). Furthermore, in this case, the approach
finds a possible error behind the deadlock. In both cases, the workflow graph is not sound
anyway. Since earlier errors can hide (mask) later errors at runtime, the latter are called
potential errors. However, if there is a deadlock in a control-flow of an entry point, then this
deadlock must not manifest itself in any computation. This is possible because the token at
the entry point may always appear with other tokens at other edges, which can avoid the
deadlock. In this case, the quality of deadlock analysis depends on well selected entry points.
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Figure 8. The example workflow graph in state hk, oi

5

Causes of Deadlocks

A workflow graph is unsound if a deadlock is reachable from the initial state. The
determination of all these deadlocks is possible, e. g., taking into account the entire
state-space of the workflow graph. However, such a state-space exploration is very
time-consuming. Furthermore, the quality and quantity of fault information can be improved,
as they only contain the errors instead of faults as explained before and highlighted as a
problem in previous work [11].
It is our goal to provide immediate diagnostic information about deadlocks. Therefore,
the following approach renounces from finding all reachable deadlocks from the initial state.
Instead, the approach considers the causes of the deadlocks, since many deadlocks can be
reached from a single fault. The advantage is that workflows can be repaired by eliminating
the causes of deadlocks.
Two basic cases separate causes of deadlocks: A join node receives either 1) not enough
tokens or 2) too many tokens. In the second case, the join node executes, however, blocks
subsequently since tokens remain at its incoming edges. This kind of deadlock has a preceding
abundance. In the first case, in which a join node does not receive enough tokens, there are
two subcases: Either 1a) there are not enough tokens during the execution of the workflow
graph, or 1b) another deadlock prevents the arrival of the required tokens. Note that in the
case of 1b) there must be a preceding deadlock. Therefore, a deadlock is only independent
of other errors in case 1a). As a consequence, a workflow graph is sound if it neither has
deadlocks of type 1a) nor an abundance: It is suﬀicient to find all causes of type 1a) deadlocks.
Figure 9 shows a simple and sound workflow graph. It can be observed that the join node
J never blocks. This happens since the fork F guarantees the execution of this join node.
Each node that guarantees the execution of a join node is called an activation point. The
incoming edges of activation points are similarly called activation edges. The basic idea is
that a single join node never gets into a deadlock if there is such an activation edge on every
path to that join node. Otherwise, the potential of a deadlock exists because execution is
not guaranteed.

S

T1

M

F

T7
T5

J

T6

S

E

Figure 9. A simple (sound) workflow graph

The notation ‘each path to a join node’ is an inaccurate description, since the starting
points of these paths are not specified. The starting points should be the entry points for
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deadlock analysis. As shown in the following, it is suﬀicient to derive only two entry points
for each join node to decide whether there is a cause of a deadlock for a join node.
5.1

Entry Points and Entry Graph

In acyclic, sound workflow graphs, join nodes are executed only once. However, if sound
graphs contain loops, join nodes may be executed more than once. In the latter case, the
state-space can be separated into two sets for a single join node: The set of states that can
be reached before its first execution and the set of states that can be reached after its first
execution.
Theorem 4 (Two independent entry points). Let WFG = (N, E, l) be a workflow
graph with its start edge entry (= eStart ) and j be a join node with its outgoing edge out. If
there is a control-flow of entry or out with a deadlock in j, then WFG is not sound:
∃fentry ∈ Fentry : ∃S ∈ fentry : j has a deadlock in S
∨∃fout ∈ Fout : ∃S ∈ fout : j has a deadlock in S
=⇒
WFG is not sound

(10)
(11)
(12)

In short, entry points for deadlock analysis are the start edge and the outgoing edges of
join nodes. If a deadlock analysis that starts at these entry points detects a deadlock, then
the workflow graph is unsound. However, the detected deadlock must never occur at runtime
due to previous faults. This inaccuracy is accepted for fast analysis.
To enable a straight-forward analysis without really focusing on whether the states before
or after a join node are being examined, we separate the workflow graph based on these
states. This is achieved by duplicating the join node. The old join node retains its incoming
edges and the “new” join node gets its outgoing edge. The workflow now has two start edges
and two end nodes. The start edges are also the entry points. Figure 10 visualizes this. An
analysis that starts with the original start edge considers all states before the join node’s
execution, while an analysis that starts with the new start edge examines the states after
execution.
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Figure 10. Separation of the join node J1 from its outgoing edge

In the introduction of this section, we have argued that we recognize deadlocks
independently of other errors. Due to the separation of the join node, deadlocks in the
join caused by abundances are no longer possible. We further avoid a deadlock in this join
caused by other deadlocks by assuming the other join nodes as deadlock-free. They get the
label Safe, whose semantics avoid deadlocks in these join nodes.
Assume that two join nodes mutually prevent each other from detecting deadlocks in the
other, because it is assumed that the other is deadlock-free. Then, these join nodes must
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J2

have a path to each other, i. e., there is a cycle (compare Fig. 11). Since there is a path from
each node to the end node in a workflow graph, this cycle needs at least one exit node to the
outside (see also Fig. 11). If these loop exits are all fork nodes, then there is the possibility for
an abundance [51]. Otherwise, if one of these exit nodes is a split node, then this split node
has at least one outgoing edge that no longer has a path to the join nodes. As we will soon
show in this section, in this case, it is irrelevant whether one of the join nodes is assumed to
be deadlock-free, i. e., one of the join nodes does not cause the other to be deadlock-free. In
other words: If we find no abundance and no deadlock in the workflow graph, our detection
is safe. Otherwise, if we find an abundance, there could be also a deadlock in the workflow
graph, however, the graph is still unsound.

exit
E

S
J1

exit

Figure 11. Abstract illustration of two join nodes that may prevent the deadlock detection due to
deadlock-free assumption

After the separation and label assignment of Safe, the resulting graph is called the entry
graph of the examined join node.
Definition 11 (Entry graph). Let WFG = (NW , EW , lW ) be a workflow graph and j ∈
NJoin a join node with its outgoing edge out. An entry graph of j is a labelled graph EG(j) =
(N, E, l). It is based on WFG with some modifications:
1. The set of nodes N = NW ∪ {S}




2. The set of edges E = EW \ {out} ∪
n

0

0



S, tgt(out)
o



0




0



3. The labels l = lW \ (j , Join) : j ∈ NJoin ∪ (j , Safe) : j ∈ NJoin \ {j}
n

∪
o

(S, Start), (j, End)

Figure 10 illustrates the entry graph of the join node J1 of the exemplary workflow graph.
The entry graphs are very similar to the original workflow graph. Although an entry graph
is not a workflow graph, its semantics are assumed. Under these circumstances, a deadlock
of a join node j occurs in the entry graph if and only if a control-flow of its start edges
delivers tokens on at least one but not at all incoming edges of the new end node j. This is
an immediate deadlock.
Definition 12 (Immediate deadlock). Let j be a join node of a workflow graph (N, E, l)
with its entry graph EG(j). Furthermore, let entry be a start edge of EG(j) and fentry a
control-flow.
j has an immediate deadlock in fentry
⇐⇒

(13)

1 ≤ {in ∈ ▷j : in gets a token in fentry } < |▷j|

(14)
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In the entry graph of Figure 10, the control-flow hai, hbi, hci, hdi, hei, hf i, hgi
ends
in an immediate deadlock of J1 . The more complex control-flow

hai, hbi, hci, hii, hj, li, hk, li, hf, li, hg, li, hg, mi, hg, oi, hg, pi, hg, ci, hg, ii, hg, j, li, hg, k, li,


hg, f, li, hg, g, li, hg, g, mi, hg, g, ni does not end in an immediate deadlock, but with an
abundance at edge g. In the original workflow graph, a token would remain on g and causes
a deadlock. But this deadlock results from an abundance and is ignored by our analysis.
Immediate deadlocks can appear at execution time if there are no previous errors. If they
never occur at runtime, it is only because an earlier error prevents them. Either way, the
workflow graph is unsound.
5.2

Activation Edges and Causes of Deadlocks

If it is guaranteed that every time a join node receives a token, all other incoming edges also
receive tokens, an immediate deadlock is impossible. In the following, we introduce special
edges –– which we call activation edges of a join node –– whose execution guarantees tokens
on all incoming edges of a join node.
Definition 13 (Activation edges). Let EG(j) = (N, E, l) be an entry graph of a join node
j of a workflow graph.
An edge a ∈ E is an activation edge of a single incoming edge in of j if in each control-flow
of a there is a state where in has a token. We write a ↷ in:
(a, in) ∈ ↷ ⇐⇒ ∀fa ∈ Fa : ∃S ∈ fa : in ∈ S

(15)

If a is an activation edge of each incoming edge of j, then a is also an activation edge of j,
all
a ↷ j.
Reconsider the entry graph of Figure 10. The incoming edge g of the join node J1 has the
activation edges a, b, c, d, e, f , i, j, k, o, p, and g itself; ∀x ∈ {a, b, c, d, e, f, g, i, j, k, o, p} : x ↷
g. This is understandable when we look at the graph: Regardless of how the split node S1
decides, a token reaches with guarantee the edge g. In this example, no activation edge of
J1 exists since there is no edge, which guarantees a token on edge n (except n itself).
If on each path from an entry point to the join node lies an activation edge of that join
node, then an immediate deadlock is impossible. Otherwise, if the join has an immediate
deadlock, there must be a path to that join without an activation edge. This states the
following theorem:
Theorem 5 (Deadlock theorem). Let j be a join node with its entry graph EG(j), and
entry be a start edge of the entry graph.
∀fentry ∈ Fentry : j does not have an immediate deadlock in fentry
⇐⇒
∀in ∈ ▷j : all paths from entry to in contain an activation edge of j

(16)
(17)

Figure 12 shows the entry graph of a join node J1 of a sound workflow graph. For this
graph, (S, T1 ) is a start edge (an entry point). On all paths from (S, T1 ) to the incoming edges
(T7 , J1 ) and (T5 , J1 ) of J1 an activation edge of both edges lies: (S1 , F1 ). The same applies
to all paths from (Sj , S2 ) to these incoming edges. Theorem 5 states that an immediate
deadlock is impossible. This is easy to understand regarding the graph in Figure 12 — each
control-flow of (S, T1 ) and (Sj , S2 ), respectively, either reaches J1 completely or not at all.
This is in contrast to the entry graph of Figure 10, where the join node J1 has no activation
edge. Therefore, an immediate deadlock is possible in Figure 10.
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Figure 12. Entry graph of a join node J1 of a sound workflow graph

Basically, we can use Theorem 5 to determine potential, immediate deadlocks for each join
node. The causes of these potential, immediate deadlocks are structural failures in workflow
graphs, i. e., the existence of computations that reach join nodes but do not guarantee their
execution. As we argued earlier, if we have neither immediate deadlocks nor abundances, the
workflow graph contains no deadlock and is, therefore, sound. If it contains an immediate
deadlock, the workflow is unsound.
5.3

Algorithmic Derivation

So far, the theory of finding causes of deadlocks shows that the absence of activation edges
causes immediate deadlocks. In the following, Algorithms 1 and 2 explain how to find
activation edges and immediate deadlocks in any workflow graph.
The determination of activation edges requires the consideration of control-flows by
definition. However, the consideration of control-flows is a partial consideration of the
state-space and therefore ineﬀicient. In order to obtain an eﬀicient determination, a
relationship between edges and their direct successors helps.
Remark 2. Let j be a join node with its entry graph EG(j) and one of its incoming edges
in. In addition, let a be any edge with its direct successors Succ = tgt(a)◁.
a is an activation edge of in iff
1. a = in, or
2. tgt(a) is a task, fork, merge, or safe node (former a join node) and ∃b ∈ Succ : b ↷ in,
Figure 13 a) to d), or
3. tgt(a) is a split node and ∀b ∈ Succ : b ↷ in, Figure 13 e).
Therefore, each activation edge (6= in) has at least one activation edge as a direct successor.

a
Task
b

a
Fork
b b′

a)

b)

a

a

a
Safe
b

Merge

b

c)

Split
b

d)

b′

e)

Figure 13. The direct predecessor of an activation edge is also an activation edge, except the node
in between is a split node

Activation edges and their adjacent nodes build a connected graph [52]. For this reason,
each activation edge of an incoming edge in of a join node j is in’s predecessor — the set of
all predecessors is a superset of all activation edges of in. The predecessor superset results
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directly from an inverse depth-first search at the edges of the entry graph starting at in
(an inverse depth-first search visits the edges in opposite direction). The approach of the
algorithm is to filter the set of activation edges, Activation(in), iteratively from this superset.
In each iteration, Activation(in) gets an update by eliminating the edges that are not in’s
activation edges. If the filtering finds a fixed point, the algorithm terminates. Activation(in)
then contains the set of activation edges of in.
Each edge (6= in) in Activation(in) has a direct successor in Activation(in). With respect
to Remark 2, the algorithm only has to eliminate incoming edges of task, fork, merge, and safe
nodes if it has already eliminated all their direct successors. In contrast, the incoming edges
of split nodes are not activation edges if at least one direct successor is not in Activation(in).
As a consequence, there are two steps for each iteration: 1) eliminating incoming edges of
split nodes, and 2) eliminating incoming edges of task, fork, merge, and safe nodes. Since
the latter have no direct successors in Activation(in), they are no longer reachable from in
and can be easily removed by a new inverse depth-first search.
Algorithm 1 Determination of the activation edges
Require: The entry graph EG = EG(join) of a join node join.
Ensure: The sets of activation edges Activation(in) for each incoming edge in, and ActivationJoin for join itself.
ActivationJoin ← E(EG)
for all in ∈ ▷join do
// Initial position: All predecessors of in are Activation(in).
 Determination by an inverse depth-first search from in.
Activation(in) ← InverseDepthF irstSearch E(EG), in
repeat
OldActivation ← Activation(in)
// Eliminate incoming edge of split node from Activation(in) if not all its outgoing edges are in Activation(in).
for all split ∈ NSplit do
if split◁ 6⊆ Activation(in) then
Activation(in) ← Activation(in) \ ▷split
end if
end for
// Inverse depth-first search starting from in on the edges of Activation(in).
Visited edges are the new Activation(in).

Activation(in) ← InverseDepthF irstSearch Activation(in), in
// Compute as long as Activation(in) changes.
until Activation(in) = OldActivation
ActivationJoin ← ActivationJoin ∩ Activation(in)
end for

Algorithm 1 shows the determination of the activation relation. Considering the entry
graph of Figure 10 as an example, the initial set Activation(g) from the incoming edge g
of the join node J1 is {a, b, c, d, e, f, g, i, j, k, l, m, o, p}. Now, the algorithm determines those
split nodes that have outgoing edges outside of Activation(g). The split node S2 satisfies this
property; the algorithm eliminates its incoming edge m. Then, an inverse depth-first search
updates Activation(g) to {a, b, c, d, e, f, g, i, j, k, o, p}. Since no edge can be longer eliminated,
the algorithm terminates. Each edge of Activation(g) guarantees a token on g if it carries a
token.
Two loops characterize the asymptotic runtime behavior of Algorithm 1 for a single
incoming edge in of a join node: the outer repeat-until-loop and the inner for-all-loop. The
repeat-until-loop is executed at most as it eliminates edges: O(E). The time-consuming
steps of this loop are the inverse depth-first search, O(E), and the inner for-all-loop. The
for-all-loop examines each split node, O(NSplit ) or simplified O(E). Therefore, each iteration
of the repeat-until-loop requires O(E). In total, the repeat-until-loop has a quadratic
runtime, O(E 2 ). To determine the activation edges of all incoming edges of all join nodes,
the total asymptotic runtime is cubic, O(E 3 ).
Now, all activation edges are available. Algorithm 2 for finding immediate deadlocks uses
them. It is based on the deadlock Theorem 5, which takes into account all paths from each
start edge of the entry graph of j to j itself. If there is a path without an activation edge
of j, then an immediate deadlock is possible at j. An inverse depth-first search from the
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incoming edges of j considers all of those paths. If the search reaches an activation edge of
j, the search does not consider subsequent edges. However, if the search reaches one of the
start edges of the entry graph, then there is at least one path from that start edge to at least
one incoming edge of j without an activation edge.
Three loops characterize the asymptotic runtime behavior of Algorithm 2: 1) the
construction of the entry graphs, 2) the determination of the activation edges, and 3)
the application of the inverse depth-first search including the determination of immediate
deadlocks. The construction of a single entry graph (1), is linear, O(E). It only has to replace
the labels of all join nodes and to separate the considered join node. The construction
of all entry graphs is quadratic. The computation of all activation edges (2), has a cubic
complexity as already mentioned. For each incoming edge of all join nodes, the algorithm
applies an inverse depth-first search and a determination of immediate deadlocks (3). The
inverse depth-first search has a linear complexity, O(E). The immediate deadlock check is
constant. Step 3 therefore has a quadratic runtime complexity considering the number of
edges. The complete algorithm for determining all immediate deadlocks is cubic, O(E 3 ).
Algorithm 2 Determination of immediate deadlocks
Require: A workflow graph (N, E, l)
Ensure: A set Dead ⊆ NJoin of all join nodes with potential immediate deadlocks.
Compute the entry graphs for each join node join with start edges Start(join).
Compute the activation edges for each join node.
for all join ∈ NJoin do
for all in ∈ ▷join do
// Define the edges where the search stops. That are the activation edges of join.
all

StopSearch ← {a ∈ E : a ↷ join}
// An empty set defines visited edges during the search.
Visited ← ∅
// Apply an inverse depth-first search starting from in.
InverseStoppableDepthFirstSearch(in, StopSearch, Visited)
// Determine the immediate
 deadlocks.
if Start(join) ⊆ Visited then
Dead ← Dead ∪ {join}
end if
end for
end for
procedure InverseStoppableDepthFirstSearch(current, StopSearch, Visited)
Visited ← Visited ∪ {current}

for all pred ∈ ▷src(current) \ (StopSearch ∪ Visited) do
InverseStoppableDepthFirstSearch(pred, StopSearch, Visited)
end for
end procedure

6

Causes of Abundances

In workflow graphs, semantics bind deadlocks to join nodes, while abundances can occur at
any edge with any number of tokens. A small change in the order of execution leads to an
earlier or later abundance or hides it completely. Finding all these abundances (e. g., with a
state-space exploration) is impossible or at least very time-intensive in practice.
As with deadlocks, the aim of this work is to find a fast approach. This is possible by
not determining all reachable abundances. Instead, the causes of abundances are the focus
since, without causes of abundances, there are no abundances at runtime. Knowing the cause
further helps to avoid it during construction.
Basically, since there is parallelism with at least two tokens, the origin of each abundance
lies in the execution of a single fork node. For this reason, fork nodes are suitable entry
points for an abundance analysis. An abundance occurs when no join node synchronizes at
least two control-flows of a fork node. Our approach is very simple: Two control-flows, which
start in a single fork node, can reach exactly those edges at first simultaneously, to which the
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fork has two disjoint paths. These first edges are called intersections. If the sources of these
intersections are join nodes, there are no problem. Otherwise, abundances are possible.
In the following, it is assumed that fork nodes have exactly two outgoing edges. Although
this is a limitation, any workflow graph can be transformed without changing the semantics
by simply adding additional fork nodes. For each fork node fork with more than two outgoing
edges, the transformation requires a maximum of |fork◁| − 1 additional fork nodes. Since the
transformation doubles the number of edges at maximum, the graph grows only linearly.
6.1

Intersections of Control-Flows

In an abundance, at least two tokens lie on at least one edge. Since an abundance has at
least two tokens, a fork node must be executed before to enable this parallelism. After the
execution of a fork node fork, each of its outgoing edges carries at least one token. These
tokens move almost independently from each other from edge to edge. They pass places where
they can meet for the first time. In other words, in such places, two tokens of fork can reach
the same edge and cause an abundance for the first time. These places are intersections.
Definition 14 (Intersection). Let fork be a fork node of a workflow graph (N, E, l). An
edge ι ∈ E is an intersection for the two outgoing edges a, b ∈ fork◁ of fork if there are two
paths Pa from a and Pb from b to ι and Pa ∩ Pb = {ι}. The paths Pa and Pb are routes from
a and b to ι. Also, ι is an intersection of fork.
In Figure 14, the edge f is an intersection of the fork node F1 . It can be reached via
the routes (j, k, f ) and (l, m, o, p, c, d, e, f ) from the two outgoing edges of F1 . Further
intersections of F1 are the edges h and j.
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Figure 14. An abundance on the edge f

If all intersections of all fork nodes have join nodes as source, then all tokens meet in join
nodes at first — and are synchronized. An abundance is impossible.
Remark 3 (Exclusion of abundances). Let (N, E, l) be a workflow graph.
∀fork ∈ NFork : each intersection of fork has a join node as source
=⇒
∀e ∈ E : ∀S ∈ S(E), hei →∗ S : S is not an abundance

(18)
(19)

After using the contraposition (a → b ⇔ ¬b → ¬a) of Remark 3, the necessity of
abundances results:
Remark 4 (Condition of abundances). Let (N, E, l) be a workflow graph. From the
contraposition of Proposition 3 follows:
∃e ∈ E : ∃S ∈ S(E), hei →∗ S : S is an abundance
=⇒
∃fork ∈ NFork : there is an intersection of fork whose source is not a join node

(20)
(21)
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For instance, the source of the edge f of Figure 14 is no join node, it is the merge node
M2 . The abundance on f results from the missing synchronization in M2 .
6.2

Superfluous Intersections

Remark 4 states that if an abundance has occurred, then at least one intersection of a fork
node has not a join node as source. This condition is necessary for an abundance. We must,
however, check that it is suﬀicient. In the following, fork should be a fork node with one of
its intersections ι.
The basic idea of checking for suﬀiciency is to assume a sound workflow graph. In a sound
workflow graph, a non-join intersection ι is unnecessary (“superfluous”), because it can never
be reached by two tokens at the same time, i. e., it never synchronizes tokens. Otherwise, the
workflow would not be sound. We can formulate the following suﬀicient condition for sound
workflow graphs informally without knowing superfluous intersections in detail yet:
Remark 5. Let WFG = (N, E, l) be a workflow graph.
WFG is sound
(22)
=⇒
∀fork ∈ NFork : each intersection of fork has a join node as source or is “superfluous” (23)
According to Theorem 1, the tokens of fork can arrive at ι via any routes. It is of interest
what exactly prevents the tokens that they arrive at ι at the same time. The following
explains that unnecessary (“superfluous”) intersections are activation edges of some incoming
edges of join nodes on the routes:
Theorem 6. Let WFG = (N, E, l) be a workflow graph with a fork ∈ NFork , fork◁ = {a, b}.
An intersection of fork is ι.
(24)
src(ι) ∈
/ NJoin ∧ WFG is sound
=⇒
On all routes (Pa , Pb ) from a and b to ι lies a join node on Pa or Pb
and ι is an activation edge of a real non-empty subset of the join’s incoming edges (25)
The preceding theorem describes the necessary condition for unnecessary (“superfluous”)
intersections in sound workflow graphs. Instead of directly showing that the condition is
suﬀicient, we build the contraposition for checking the suﬀicient condition. This is done in
the following theorem:
Theorem 7. Let WFG = (N, E, l) be a workflow graph with a fork ∈ NFork , fork◁ = {a, b}.
fork has an intersection ι.
There is a route (Pa , Pb ) from a and b to ι
where ι is not an activation edge
for a real non-empty subset of the incoming edges of any join node on Pa and Pb
=⇒
src(ι) ∈ NJoin ∨ WFG is unsound

(26)
(27)

It is now possible to define superfluous intersections formally:
Definition 15 (Superfluous intersections). Let fork be a fork node in a sound workflow
graph. An intersection ι of fork with src(ι) ∈
/ NJoin is superfluous if on all routes A and B to
ι is a join node on the path B, where ι is an activation edge for a non-empty proper subset
of this join’s incoming edges.
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From the contraposition of Remark 5 follows our abundance criterion:
Remark 6. Let WFG = (N, E, l) be a workflow graph.
∃fork ∈ NFork : There is an intersection of fork
that has not a join node as source and is not superfluous
=⇒
WFG is unsound

(28)
(29)

Remark 6 can be used to identify abundances in workflow graphs. Although the remark
only claims that the workflow is unsound, the proofs of Theorems 6 and 7 in the appendix
explain that there is an abundance except a previous deadlock avoids it. In other words,
Remark 6 is able to find abundances behind other errors. As the evaluation later shows, the
detected causes of abundances are very accurate. With Theorem 5 to detect immediate
deadlocks and Remark 6 to detect causes of abundances, we are now complete
in terms of soundness.
Remark 7 (Completeness). A workflow graph is sound iff it neither has an immediate
deadlock according to Theorem 5 nor an abundance according to Remark 6.
Justification: Suppose we have found an immediate deadlock by Theorem 5. This
deadlock does not occur during execution only if another error prevents it (as explained
before). Either way, the workflow graph is unsound if we find any immediate deadlock. If we
did not find any immediate deadlock, then the workflow graph can still have deadlocks, but
only if the workflow graph contains an abundance.
Suppose we have found a cause of an abundance by Remark 6. This abundance does not
occur during execution only if some other error prevents it. Nevertheless, the workflow graph
is still unsound. If we did not find any cause of an abundance, then no abundance is possible
at all. In summary, the workflow graph is sound if and only if we find neither immediate
deadlock nor abundance.
6.3

Algorithmic Derivation

The determination of intersections of a fork node is similar to ϕ-placement in the minimal
Static Single Assignment Form (SSA form) — a traditional compiler construction problem
[53], [54]. In the SSA form each variable gets statically only once a value. To achieve this,
the transformation inserts a new variable (called definition) for each variable assignment.
If two definitions of the same variable are valid in one place, a ϕ-function combines both
values. The ϕ-function selects the correct definition dependent on the actual control-flow at
runtime. It has the form of dn = ϕ(d1 , . . . , dm ), m ≥ 2, where d1 , . . . , dm are the different
definitions whose resulting definition is dn .
The simplest transformation inserts ϕ-functions at all merging points resulting in
unnecessary ϕ-functions. In the minimal SSA form, ϕ-functions are only located at those
positions where they are statically necessary (by static placement of ϕ-functions fairness
is assumed, i. e., each path can be reached by control-flows). Cytron et al. describe those
positions as nodes where two paths starting in two different definitions of the same variable
v first meet [55]. If we apply this description to edges, it is equal to our definition of
intersections of fork nodes. Cytron et al. derived an algorithm for constructing a minimal
SSA form. For any two paths starting at any nodes, the algorithm detects the first meeting
nodes. This algorithm also applies to edges.
If we want to find intersections of a fork node fork, a fork-specific variable v in the form
v ← ϕ(x) is placed at each outgoing edge of fork, where x is an arbitrary value (see Figure 15,
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left picture). The algorithm of Cytron et al. computes the ϕ-functions necessary at minimum
for this variable v. Either the algorithm of Cytron et al. or a faster version is applicable
(e. g., by Lengauer and Tarjan [56] or Cooper et al. [57]). Most of those algorithms assume a
variable assignment on the start edge of the control-flow graph. But this is unnecessary for
our purpose. After the algorithm’s application, all ϕ-functions are available in the workflow
graph with respect to fork (v) (see the positions of the ϕ-functions in Figure 15, right picture).
Each ϕ-function with at least two parameters is a meeting point of two disjoint paths and,
therefore, an intersection of fork. We can find all intersections of fork.
In Figure 15 (right picture), the upper outgoing edge of the fork node is an intersection.
Two paths meet firstly in this edge — the path consisting of the edge itself and the path
from the lower outgoing edge to this edge. During runtime the token may pause on that
intersection and the token at the other edge reaches it and causes an abundance.
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Figure 15. Two assignments of the fork-specific variable v (left workflow graph) and ϕ-placements
for the fork-specific variable v (right workflow graph)

Algorithm 3 shows an implementation to find all intersections of the fork nodes. Its
asymptotic runtime complexity depends on the construction of the minimal SSA form. This
is cubic, O(X 3 ), according to Cytron et al. [55] concerning the maximum X of the number of
nodes, edges, and assignments. Since the number of nodes and assignments is smaller than
the number of edges, X = E follows. So the worst-case complexity is O(E 3 ).
Algorithm 3 Determination of all intersections of all fork nodes
Require: A workflow graph (N, E, l)
Ensure: The set inter(fork) of all intersections of each fork node fork
// Initialization: Insertion of all fork-specific variables.
for all fork ∈ NFork do
for all out ∈ fork◁ do
Insert ϕ-function out ← ϕ(x), x is an arbitrary value
end for
end for
Compute the minimal SSA form (e. g. following Cytron et al.)
// Detection of the intersections.
for all fork ∈ NFork do
for all ϕ-functions ϕ of fork do
Let t be the edge at which ϕ is placed
if Number of parameters of ϕ ≥ 2 then
inter(fork) ← inter(fork) ∪ {t}
end if
end for
end for

We have the intersections of the fork nodes. We have to eliminate superfluous intersections
to be exact. To check the superfluousness of an intersection ι of a fork node fork, we need to
check whether two routes from fork to ι do not contain join nodes, for which ι is an activation
edge of at least one of their incoming edges.
The proposed approach uses the theory of flow networks [15] to solve the problem. A flow
network is a digraph G = (N, E) with exactly one flow source, source ∈ N (G), and exactly
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one flow sink, sink ∈ N (G). The flow source has no incoming edge. Each edge e of the flow
network has a capacity cap(e) on possible flows. Figure 16 a) shows a simple flow network.
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Figure 16. A simple flow network, a), and its maximum flow, b)

The most prominent problem with flow networks is the calculation of the maximum flow
(max-flow problem) [15], [58]. In this problem, as many flows as possible should start in the
flow source without exceeding the capacities of the edges (cf. Figure 16 b)). The upper limit
P
is the sum of the capacities of the incoming edges of the flow sink,
cap(e).
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We can apply the max-flow problem to check the superfluousness of an intersection ι of a
fork node fork. In other words, it helps to decide whether there are at least two disjoint paths
(except ι) from fork to ι without join nodes, for whose incoming edges ι is an activation edge.
To achieve this, we reformulate our problem into the max-flow problem by transforming the
workflow graph into a flow network concerning fork and ι.
A flow in the flow network represents the “travel” of a token from an outgoing edge of fork
to ι. At each edge, there is a space for a single flow/token. If an edge has two flows, both
paths are not disjoint. Therefore, the capacity of each edge e is 1 at this moment, cap(e) = 1.
The flow source is the node fork since it “produces” the tokens. The flow sink is the source
of ι, src(ι).
To prevent a flow/token from travel over a join node, for which ι is an activation edge of
at least one of its incoming edges, the capacity of all outgoing edges of all these join nodes
is set to 0. As a result, no flow can use these edges. We can simply determine the join nodes,
whose outgoing edges are set to 0, with the information about the activation edges from
Section 5. A recalculation is not necessary.
At last, we must eliminate the incoming edge in from fork to match the definition of flow
networks. But this would also destroy potential paths from an outgoing edge of fork to ι. To
avoid this, we do not eliminate in, but detach in from fork and insert a new node fork’. in
is the new incoming edge of fork’ (see Figure 17, step 1). In the next step, we detach each
outgoing edge out of fork and insert a new merge node Mout for each edge. Out is the new
outgoing edge of Mout (see Figure 17, step 2). Then for each edge out we add a new edge
from fork to Mout and from fork’ to Mout . These new edges all have capacity of 1. Figure 17,
step 3, illustrates the resulting flow network cut-out. It is easy to verify that each original
outgoing edge of fork can host a maximum one flow.

M2

out2
Step 3

Figure 17. Steps for duplicating a fork node to preserve paths via the incoming edge in
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The transformation of the workflow graph into a flow network regarding fork and ι is
completed. Figure 18 illustrates our example workflow graph transformed into a flow network
concerning the fork node F1 and the intersection (M2 , T3 ).
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Figure 18. The flow network of our example workflow graph concerning the fork node F1 and
intersection (M2 , T3 )

On the created flow network, we compute the maximum flow with respect to fork (see
Figure 18). If the incoming flow of the sink (i. e., src(ι), M2 in the example) is greater than
or equal to 2, then there are two disjoint paths Pa and Pb from fork to ι. They avoid paths
with join nodes for which ι is an activation edge of a subset of their incoming edges, because
the capacities on these edges are 0. In this case, ι is a non-superfluous intersection of fork.
In the example, (M2 , T3 ) is such an intersection of F1 , because two flows reach it. But its
source is a merge node and, therefore, there is a possibility of abundance. On the contrary,
if the incoming flow is less than or equal to 1, ι is superfluous. It can be eliminated as an
intersection of fork.
Figure 19 shows a sound workflow graph and Figure 20 its flow network regarding the
fork node fork. The intersection (M2 , join) = ι is superfluous since (M2 , join) is an activation
edge of the incoming edge (= ι) of the join. Figure 20 illustrates the maximum incoming
flow of 1 of (M2 , join). Another flow does not reach it because the outgoing edge of the join
node has a capacity of 0. Our algorithm identifies it correctly.
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Figure 19. A sound workflow graph with the
intersection ι of the fork node fork with two
routes in grey and dashed lines

Figure 20. The flow network with respect
to the fork node fork and the superfluous
intersection (M2 , join)

The transformations of the workflow graph in a flow network and the calculation of the
maximum flow solve our problem of eliminating superfluous intersections. The algorithm of
Ford and Fulkerson [15], [59] can be used to calculate the maximum flow, for instance. It
calculates the maximum flow f in an asymptotic runtime of O(f E). Since f is at maximum
as high as the intersection’s ϕ-function has parameters, the maximum flow is a constant in
our case. Therefore, it is possible to calculate the maximum flow in linear time behavior
O(E).
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The transformation of the workflow graph into a flow network regarding a single fork node
and a single intersection is possible in linear time. The information about activation edges
can either be taken from the deadlock analysis (see Section 5) or be recomputed using the
algorithm in that section. As mentioned there, the asymptotic runtime complexity is cubic,
O(E 3 ). Since the number of fork nodes and the number of intersections of each fork node
is linear to E in the worst case, the superfluous intersection elimination is cubic O(E 3 ).
Finally, Algorithm 4 shows the complete algorithm to determine causes of abundances. This
algorithm has a cubic total runtime complexity.
Algorithm 4 Detection of abundances’ causes
Require: A workflow graph WFG = (N, E, l)
Ensure: The set Causes ⊆ NFork × E of all causes of abundances
// Initialization
For each fork node fork detect its intersections inter(fork)
For each intersection determine the join nodes, for which it is an activation edge for a subset of incoming edges
// Check all non-join intersections
for all fork ∈ NFork do
for all ι ∈ inter(fork) do
if src(ι) ∈
/ NJoin then
// Check whether ι is superfluous
Transform WFG into a flow network regarding fork and ι
Compute the maximum flow of the flow network maxFlow
if maxFlow >= 2 then
Causes ← Causes ∪ {(fork, ι)}
end if
end if
end for
end for
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We have developed a tool Mojo to evaluate the previously introduced algorithms and
approaches [60]. The tool is part of our concept of a system for developing and executing
workflows [61], shown in Figure 21. Currently, Mojo covers parts of the producer side. On
the producer side (the compiler), a parser reads the workflow. During parsing, the structure
of the workflow is checked. Then, a transformer translates the workflow into an Intermediate
Representation (IR). As IR, Mojo uses workflow graphs. In general, an IR abstracts from
language-dependent properties of the entire modeling language.

Developer/
user
Workflow
repository

Verifier
IR

Error handler

Decoder

Developer

Figure 21. Map of a system for developing and executing workflows (adapted from [61])

After production of the IR, the workflow is checked semantically in a semantic analyzer.
An example for such a semantic check is the application of the algorithms presented in this
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article. If semantic faults occur, an error handler informs the developer about the faults, so
that the developer receives immediate feedback. Otherwise, if the workflow is semantically
correct, it is encoded and stored into a file or workflow repository.
Besides the producer side, there is a consumer side. The consumer side is a virtual machine.
It reads the encoded IR from the files or workflow repositories, a decoder decodes the IR,
and a verifier verifies it against the same semantic properties as on the producer side. The
verification can be accelerated by adding annotations to the IR that contain previous analysis
results. The goal of the verifier is to detect IR manipulations and avoid the execution of
malformed workflows. After verification, the virtual machine executes the workflow in an
interpreter and performs dynamic and semantic runtime analyses to avoid errors at runtime
as early as possible. The virtual machine illustrates the errors to the user or developer.
Further information about the system and its concepts can be found in Prinz et al. [61].
An overview of the compiler and the virtual machine is given by Prinz et al. [62], [63].
Mojo has an expandable software architecture that uses the concept of extension points.
The extension points allow the adaptation of new modeling languages and new analyses. For
this reason, other researchers can extend Mojo on their purpose.
Analysis plans describe the order in which Mojo applies analyses. They define the necessary
phases to obtain correct analysis results. Such phases can be bigger analysis plans again and
can include other phases. Many compilers use such an approach.
Figure 22 illustrates a conceptual picture of the Mojo architecture. In the current state
of development, inputs are possible either via files in Petri Net Markup Language (PNML,
only free-choice nets) [64] and BPMN or by direct programming of workflow graphs. There
are predefined plug-ins for PNML and BPMN. These plug-ins consist of a parser that
disassembles the files in their components, and a transformer that translates the entire
workflows to semantically equivalent workflow graphs by abstracting language-dependent
properties of the modeling language. For instance, the transformers combine different start
nodes into a single one or they combine multiple end nodes by the algorithm of Kiepuszewksi
[65]. Some of the features of BPMN are yet simplified and not fully supported. The current
state of implementation is a prototype.
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Figure 22. Conceptual architecture of Mojo

The (transformed) workflow graphs are explored by the analysis plans. Typical
components of such analysis plans are the finding of causes of deadlocks and abundances.
Which analysis plan is to be used is defined in the tool. Each analysis plan has a unique
number for easy identification. For instance, the analysis plan with the number 0 evaluates
the algorithms of this work and defines a general plan for the analysis of workflow graphs,
which consists of two phases: 1) preparation and 2) analysis of causes of deadlocks and
abundances.
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The first phase (preparation) modifies the workflow graph to simplify further steps. For
instance, it inserts additional task nodes to make multiple edges between nodes unique.
Based on the information collected, the analysis of causes (the second phase) performs
the algorithms introduced in this article. Any fault that has been detected is registered
and annotated to the workflow graph. The faults are described with a textual label and a
graphical highlighting within the development tool. To see the fault highlighting, Mojo must
be integrated into a graphical workflow designer.
We have integrated Mojo into the Activiti BPMN 2.0 Designer (http://activiti.org/, last
visited April 2021). This is easy since Mojo is a standalone Java library and an Eclipse
plug-in. Figure 23 shows the integration. In each modification step of a workflow, Mojo
performs analyses without visible delay. In this way, Mojo transforms the internal workflow
model of Activiti into at least one workflow graph. An appropriate analysis plan is then
applied. Our Activiti extensions visualize the collected analysis information for the developer.
The developer can view the faults in two different modes. The overview mode illustrates all
faults with reduced textual and graphic information. It provides an overview of the faults
within the workflow. The detail mode visualizes exactly one fault (selected by the developer)
with all available diagnostic information. This mode can be used to correct the workflow.

Figure 23. Integration of Mojo in the Activiti BPMN 2.0 Designer

8

Evaluation

In this section, the introduced algorithms are evaluated with regard to their quality and
quantity of the errors found. In addition, the runtime behavior is evaluated in a real context.
We used the previously introduced tool Mojo to check the soundness property for a process
library with about 1,000 real workflows.
8.1

Test Settings

The test environment for Mojo was a commercially available personal computer with a
64-Bit Debian GNU/Linux 9.0 (stretch) operating system. The version of the Linux kernels
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was 4.8.0-2-amd64 x86_64. The PC used a 4-Core Intel©Core™ i5-4570 processor with 8
GB main memory. Mojo ran on an OpenJDK in version 1.8.0_111. The committed memory
was 2.048 MB.
For quantitative evaluations, we used a library of real process models of the IBM
WebSphere Business Modeler. This library contains 1, 368 workflows separated into five
benchmarks A (282 workflows), B1 (288 workflows), B2 (363 workflows), B3 (421 workflows),
and C (32 workflows). The library contains workflows in different sizes, structures, and
behaviors and was made freely available on the internet by IBM Zurich in the original XML
file format of the WebSphere modeler 4 . The usage without high effort is possible by using
the PNML file format [64]. PNML describes Petri nets in a simple syntax. The reader was
able to find the workflows of the library as PNML files in the context of the work of Fahland
et al. [4] 5 . These PNML files were also used in this evaluation.
We considered the workflows of the library with three tools: 1) Mojo, 2) LoLA [47], and 3)
jBPT [66]. The tool LoLA uses state-space exploration and requires Petri nets in a special,
proprietary file format. The necessary files can be found on the internet (see reference to
URLs above). The project Business Process Technologies 4 Java provides its tool jBPT. It
is open source and also available on the internet 6 . It contains an implementation of the
SESE decomposition of Vanhatalo et al. [38], [18]. Based on the simple rules of Vanhatalo
et al., we created a correctness validation for well-structured fragments — so-called bonds
being produced by the construction of the refined process structure tree [18]. Such a bond is
a typical structure of an opening and closing node as it is known from programming (e. g.,
if-then-else constructs). Our implementation of the correctness validation checks the fitting
of the opening to the closing node. If the opening and closing nodes do not fit (e. g., a split
node is closed by a join node), there is a fault. The heuristic rules of Vanhatalo et al. were
not considered. In the following, SESE refers to the analysis with the tool jBPT since jBPT’s
algorithms are based on the SESE decomposition. We used the SESE approach since it was
recognized as the most eﬀicient technique available [4] in 2011. Although the approach is
attested as incomplete, a pre-computation of the structured workflow parts is promising.
8.2

Detailed Comparison of the Tools

First, the evaluation compares in detail the results of the application of all three
tools/techniques with the example BPMN workflow in Figure 24.
T2

S
T1 M1/T6

S1

F1

T4
T5

M2

T3

J1

S2
E

Figure 24. Example workflow for the comparison of the analysis tools

Mojo. Applying the tool Mojo to the example workflow produces a similar overview of
problems as shown in Figure 25. A developer will find clues to each cause of an error: 1) a
4
5
6

https://web.archive.org/web/20130513144952/http://www.zurich.ibm.com/csc/bit/downloads.
html, last visited April 2021
https://web.archive.org/web/20131208132841/http://service-technology.org/publications/
fahlandfjklvw_2009_bpm, last visited April 2021
https://code.google.com/archive/p/jbpt/, last visited April 2021
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potential deadlock in a join node, 2) a possible abundance in a misaligned synchronization,
and 3) a potential production of any number of control-flows. The latter appears when the
outgoing edge of a fork node is an intersection. In this case, the control-flows of the fork
are not synchronized before the fork’s next execution. This can lead to the production of an
arbitrary number of tokens. In the following, we call it an abundance in a loop.
Each cause of error can be considered in detail. To obtain detailed diagnostic information,
Mojo applies further simple techniques. In most cases, these techniques use a simple
depth-first search. Their runtime behavior is at least as eﬀicient as the approaches described
in this article.
Figure 26 shows a detailed view of the cause of a potential deadlock in the example
workflow. The additional information is obtained by an inverse depth-first search. This
information helps the developer to see on which path the join node can block and which
node is causing this blocking.
Possible
abundance

Possible
deadlock

Any number
of controlflows possible

1. On this
path...

2. a token does not reach
each incoming edge of this
join node in guarantee. A
deadlock is possible.

3. This split node
destroys a guaranteed execution.

Figure 25. An overview of faults with Mojo

Figure 26. Detailed fault feedback of the cause
of the potential deadlock in the join node J1

Mojo generates similarly detailed information for the potential abundance in the merge
node, Figure 27. A developer of the workflow sees the paths where two control-flows can
collide for the first time. Additional information is derived directly from the maximum flow.
The same is true for the fork node F1 , which produces any number of control-flows, i. e., an
abundance in a loop, Figure 28. In Figure 28, one path marks the route without intersection,
so that the corresponding fork node can be executed arbitrarily often.
3. after this merge node
since this node cannot
synchronize them.

1. Two control-flows of
this fork node
can cause an
abundance ...

2. via these
both paths ...

Figure 27. Detailed fault feedback for the
potential abundance in the merge node M2

3. and potentially
causes an abundance on
this edge.

1. A control-flow
of this fork node
...

2. is not
synchronized on
this path ...

Figure 28. Detailed feedback for a fault where
a fork node can generate any number of
control-flows

In summary, Mojo offers a detailed failure diagnostic regarding the causes of errors.
LoLA. LoLA’s state-space exploration can determine exactly one error. In addition to the
kind of error (deadlock or abundance), the approach provides a failure trace. Such a failure
trace is like a control-flow from the start edge containing the erroneous state (cf. Figure 29).
One way to visualize a failure trace is a simulation. In this simulation, the developer sees step
by step how the error is reached. It seems good that the developer receives error feedback for
a failure, which may actually occur at runtime. However, our previous work [10], [11] shows
that finding the cause of the error is very diﬀicult due to fault distance, masking, illusion, and
blocking [9], [7]. Furthermore, most state-based approaches provide only a single error since
full exploration of the state-space often ends in a state-space explosion as mentioned earlier.
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The result of a state-based approach is suﬀicient, but does not provide much diagnostic
information for the developer.
SESE. The SESE decomposition leads to a separation of the workflow into smaller
fragments (cf. Figure 30). However, Figure 30 shows that most nodes of the workflow are
located in an unstructured fragment. Unfortunately, all faults lie within this unstructured
subgraph and for these only heuristics exist that can determine errors. For this example, the
heuristics of Vanhatalo et al. [18] cannot be applied. As a result, the application of the SESE
decomposition cannot give error feedback to the developer. However, SESE decomposition
has its advantages for simple, well-structured workflows since the fault is easily recognizable
in illustrations.
(S,T1)

(T3,J1)
(M1,S1)

T1

(T1,M1)

M1

M1 (T3,J1)
(T6,M1)

(M1,S1)

S1

T6 (T3,J1)
(S2,T6)

(S1,F1)

T3 (M2,T3)
(S2,T6)

F1

(F1,T4) T5
(F1,T5)

M2 (T4,M2)
(S2,T6)

(F1,T4)
(T5,S2)

S2
T4 (F1,T4)
(S2,T6)

S1
(T3,J1) T2
(S1,T2)

(T3,J1) M2 (T3,J1) T3
(T2,M2)
(M2,T3)

(T3,J1)
(T3,J1)

Figure 29. Failure trace up to a deadlock and
abundance in the example workflow

Figure 30. SESE decomposition of the example
workflow

Conclusion. In summary, Mojo offers the best overview and the best diagnostic details for
the exemplary workflow.
8.3

Causes of Errors

In addition to the detailed consideration of a single example, we have applied all three tools
to the process library mentioned above. First, we considered which workflows of the library
are marked as unsound by the tools and how many faults/errors the tools find.
Mojo. Mojo identified 742 workflows as unsound and 644 as sound. Table 1 summarizes
the number of different kinds of faults (deadlocks and abundances) of the different
benchmarks. Abundances seem to occur more frequently than deadlocks. Table 2 (column
Mojo), p. 34, summarizes these results and allows their comparison with the other tools.
The total number of identified faults is high at 4 007. Each workflow therefore contains an
average of 2 to 3 faults.
Table 1. Number (of causes) of deadlocks and abundances
Mojo

LoLA

Deadlocks

Abundances

Deadlocks

SESE

Abundances

Deadlocks

Abundances

A

140

170

97

68

0

0

B1

273

720

81

200

30

98

B2

326

948

84

238

36

113

B3

289

1 056

83

262

18

118

C

24

61

10

14

8

1

Sum

1 052

2 955

355

782

92

Total

4 007

1 137

330
422

LoLA. Table 1, column LoLA, shows the number of deadlocks and abundances identified
by the tool LoLA. LoLA identifies only a quarter of the number of errors (not faults!)
compared to Mojo. Since LoLA uses a state-space exploration, it stops the analysis at the
first identified error. In the standard configuration of LoLA, it performs one analysis for
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deadlocks and one for abundances. Therefore, LoLA can detect a maximum of 2 errors. This
explains the small number of identified errors.
In a detailed comparison of all workflows, we found the following list of differences between
the results of both tools, Mojo and LoLA:
1. LoLA identifies an abundance where Mojo identifies nothing.
2. LoLA identifies an abundance where Mojo only identifies causes for deadlocks.
3. LoLA identifies an abundance and a deadlock where Mojo only identifies causes for
abundances.
4. LoLA identifies an abundance where Mojo identifies causes for abundances and deadlocks.
5. LoLA identifies a deadlock where Mojo identifies causes for abundances and deadlocks.
The worst case is that LoLA identifies an abundance where Mojo identifies nothing (1.).
This happens twice in the library. We have looked at both workflows in detail. The “fault”
seems to be that both workflows are unconnected. Since Mojo was developed to support the
development process of workflows, it can also handle unconnected graphs. It automatically
constructs a connected workflow based on the semantics of BPMN. In the resulting two
workflows, there is no fault. This might be the cause of the divergence but we do not know
how LoLA handles unconnected Petri nets.
Similar happens in the case that LoLA identifies an abundance where Mojo only identifies
causes for deadlocks (point 2 in the list of differences) — the cause of a deadlock cannot
lead to an abundance. This case occurs only once in the library and also that workflow is
unconnected. It contains a cause of deadlock that is easy to check. But LoLA identifies an
abundance due to its different strategy.
The last three mentioned workflows are the only ones in the library that are unconnected.
The library contains further 3 workflows in which LoLA reaches both an abundance and a
deadlock, but Mojo only identifies causes for abundances (point 3 in the list of differences). In
a detailed examination of these workflows, the deadlocks identified by LoLA are the result of
abundances in the workflow — these are cases of fault illusion [11]. In 171 workflows, LoLA
leads to abundances only where Mojo finds causes of deadlocks and abundances (point 4
in the list of differences). Each time LoLA finds an abundance, it interrupts its execution
for both abundance and deadlock analysis — these are cases of fault blocking [11]. Finally,
there are 205 workflows in which Mojo finds causes for deadlocks and abundances, but LoLA
identifies only deadlocks (point 5 in the list of differences). This happens since a state-based
approach like the one used in LoLA cannot find errors behind deadlocks having more cases
of fault blocking.
As an intermediate result, it can be emphasized that Mojo has identified more faults and
gave more detailed and accurate diagnostic information.
SESE. We also applied SESE to the process library. Table 1, column SESE, shows the
results for SESE. For the benchmark A, SESE provides less faults and diagnostic information,
since most faults are in unstructured subgraphs. The total number of identified faults is also
low. This is surprising because SESE finds faults behind other faults like Mojo. But faults
seem to occur more often in unstructured than in well-formed subgraphs. For this reason,
our implementation of SESE is not able to find these faults.
Conclusion. Table 2 emphasizes the differences between Mojo, LoLA, and SESE. The
derivation for these numbers in the case of SESE was more diﬀicult. First, we identified
well-formed workflows. If SESE did not identified a fault, these workflows are sound. If a
fault was detected, then the workflows are unsound, regardless of whether it is well-formed
or not. For all other workflows, it is unknown whether they are sound or not. Overall, Mojo
uses the best approach to detect faults in workflows.
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Table 2. The number of sound, unsound, and unknown workflows identified by the different tools
Mojo

SESE

Total

Sound

Unsound

Sound

Unsound

Sound

Unsound

Unknown

A

282

152

130

152

130

65

0

217

B1

288

107

181

107

181

75

92

121

B2

363

161

202

161

202

121

103

139

B3

421

207

214

207

214

144

107

170

C

32

17

15

15

17

9

7

16

1 386

∗ 644

∗ 742

∗ 642

∗ 744

414

309

663

Sum
∗

8.4

LoLA

Please see the text for the explanation of the reasons for the differences

Time Behavior

2.0
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0.5

1.0

600
200
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0

5

4

1

2

2

1

1

10

1

15

1

20

0.0

24 13 13 7

Relative frequency density

2.5

Mojo

1000

1400

Time distribution of compositions (Mojo)

0

Absolute frequency of service compositions

Finally, the evaluation examines how much time Mojo spends on its analyses. For its
application in practice, the time required is an important quality criterion. In 2009, a
soundness analysis about 5 seconds for a single workflow was described as eﬀicient [24].
But a latency of 5 seconds is too slow to apply for soundness analysis at development time.
The consideration of the time behavior is diﬀicult, because there are side effects of
hardware, operating system, and Java runtime environment. More detailed information about
how the following times were measured can be found in the appendix of the previous work
[10].
Figure 31 shows the distribution of the analysis times spent for the different workflows
with Mojo. The main subset of the workflows (about 87%) needs less than 1 and 95% less
than 2 milliseconds. Mojo is fast and should be able to analyze a workflow without visible
delay in a workflow designer. It requires a minimum of 0.03ms per workflow, a median
0.25ms, and a maximum of 23.25ms.
Figure 32 summarizes the total analysis times. The deadlock and abundance analysis
runs in parallel. Therefore about half of the total analysis time is needed for input,
transformations, and others. In total, Mojo required 817.68ms.

25

Time [ms]

Figure 31. Distribution of the analysis times for
Mojo

DL ms

AB ms

Total ms

A

75.55

89.73

169.53

B1

70.62

92.92

165.92

B2

79.46

93.45

196.60

B3

129.10

157.13

258.04

C

8.53

12.28

27.60

Sum

363.27

445.50

817.68

DL = deadlock analysis, AB = abundance analysis

Figure 32. Analysis times for the library
with Mojo

In addition to the total runtimes, the asymptotic runtime behavior of Mojo was also
considered as a function of the size of the entire workflow graph. An important indicator for
the size of a workflow is the number of edges, |E|. Figures 33 and 34 show the analysis times
concerning the number of edges. The former takes into account the time in milliseconds; the
latter shows the asymptotic runtime behavior. The asymptotic behavior is determined by
the exponent e of |E|e . The line was interpolated for a smooth line. Otherwise, it would be
diﬀicult to detect the trend. The time spent increases with the number of edges, obviously
(Figure 33). The asymptotic runtime behavior tends to a value of 2.0 (Figure 34). In practice,
Mojo seems to have a quadratic asymptotic runtime O(E 2 ).
34
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Figure 33. Runtime as a function of the
number of edges

Figure 34. Asymptotic runtime behavior as a
function of the number of edges

In summary, Mojo’s better diagnostic information is not the result of time-consuming
analyses. In practice, the runtime complexity is quadratic.
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Conclusion

The soundness notion describes the absence of errors such as deadlocks and abundances
instead of their faults. Therefore, the usual analysis techniques for soundness checking try
to find only errors. However, there is a gap between the error and its causes (the faults),
the so-called fault distance. This gap becomes larger in cases of fault blocking, masking, and
illusion [10], [11]. Our motivation for this article was to develop new techniques that directly
find causes of deadlocks and abundances.
This article reviewed the basics of workflow verification. It recapitulated the existing
techniques in the state of the art. These techniques are either incomplete, have sparse
diagnostic information, are restricted by finding only errors, or are too complex in terms
of their asymptotic runtime complexity. We showed that it is possible to define soundness
through the absence of the causes of deadlocks and abundances. This definition can be
used to find qualitative fault analysis results. In the worst case, our approaches have a
cubic asymptotic runtime complexity, although the approaches provide accurate diagnostic
information. Our approaches are also able to find faults without visible delays during
construction. The algorithms are based on a partial analysis, which allows a partial
consideration of the workflow behavior.
In short, deadlocks occur when at least one, but not all, incoming edges of a join node
receive tokens. To avoid deadlocks in join nodes, either none or all of their incoming edges
must get tokens. This is ensured by the activation edges of the join nodes. A token on an
activation edge follows the execution of the join node in the future. If a path to a join
node does not pass an activation edge, then a token can reach the join node, but it is
not guaranteed that the join node will be executed — the workflow can lock. This article
presented algorithms, how the activation edges of a join node and how the deadlock faults
can be found.
Abundances occur when two control-flows are not synchronized. Such a synchronization
should happen when two control-flows meet for the first time. These locations are called
intersections. Finding causes of abundances is to check whether it is possible to reach an
intersection with two control-flows at the same time. This is possible when two disjoint
paths from a fork node to an intersection are executable by two independent control-flows.
Independence is ensured if there is no join node on both paths where the intersection is an
activation edge. The resulting algorithm is based on the SSA form and the maximum flow
problem.
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We validated that the algorithms convince in practice. All algorithms are implemented in
our tool Mojo. An evaluation with a workflow library and two further soundness detection
approaches leads to more faults, more diagnostic information, and fast analysis times for
Mojo. Regarding this tool comparison, our algorithms seem to be the best currently used in
research.
In the future, we want to investigate in a study how novices and domain experts use Mojo
in a business process modeler like Activiti, how helpful they find the diagnostic information,
and how well Mojo influences the design process. Furthermore, we want to extend the
algorithms to handle workflows with Or-join nodes, as they occur frequently in practice. Our
first complete semantics might be helpful [67]. Another research topic is the overall system
for the development, storage, and execution of workflows [61]. So far Mojo only accepts the
structure of workflows without data information. As mentioned in earlier work [61], defining
a clean intermediate representation for workflows that allows both control-flow and data-flow
analyses is profitable. One possibility is the extended workflow graph [68]. Another option is
a fold-out graphs [63] based on the concepts of SafeTSA [69]. Besides the pure intermediate
representation, the algorithms have to be extended to process the data information for
soundness analysis. For instance, after the application of the restructuring and enfolding
of Heinze et al. [70], [71], [72], [73], our algorithms can be applied. All these algorithms
can also have an application in a runtime environment. Such a runtime environment is a
virtual machine that reads, verifies, and executes a workflow [62]. The verification step can
be accelerated by annotating diagnostic information. The diagnostic information can be also
used to correct the workflow during a simulation.
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Appendix
Proof (Theorem 1). This proof is done by mathematical induction. A path Pl = (e0 , . . . , el ), l ≥ 1, is assumed and induced
over its length l. The basis of the induction, l = 1, is trivial: Either there is a strictly reachable state of he0 i, in which e1 has a
token (and thus such a control-flow exists), or, there is no such state, but then he0 i is already a deadlock.
In the step case, l, it is assumed that this theorem is valid for all paths of length l. It is checked whether it is also valid for
all paths of length l + 1. There are two cases for the path Pl and a matching control-flow fe0 :
1. Case fe0 has a deadlock. Therefore, it also has a deadlock for l + 1. ✓
2. Case fe0 puts a token at each edge of path Pl . Let Sl ∈ fe0 be the state that contains el . For Sl is valid:
1. There is a reachable state Sl+1 from Sl in which el+1 has a token. So there is a control-flow of e0 which of course puts
a token at each edge of Pl+1 . ✓
2. There is no reachable state from Sl containing el+1 . Therefore, fe0 ends in a deadlock since tgt(el ) is active but never
executed. ✓
Proof (Theorem 2). Let (S0 , S1 , S2 , . . .) = fe ∈ Fe be a control-flow of edge e and S 0 = S \ hei be the state without one token
on e. There are two cases:
Case 1 fe is infinite. A computation that contains fe , can be made by the set union of
state S 0 : (S0 ∪ S 0 , S1 ∪ S 0 , S2 ∪ S 0 , . . .) ∈ CS .
Case 2 fe is finite. Let fe end in a state Sl , l ∈ N. A resulting computation is similar
computation that starts in the state Sl ∪ S 0 must be extended (depicted with
Definition 9:

(S0 ∪ S 0 , S1 ∪ S 0 , S2 ∪ S 0 , . . . , Sl ∪ S 0 ) + cSl ∪S 0 ∈ CS ,

each state of the control-flow with the
to the infinite case. However, another
the concatenation symbol +) to meet
cSl ∪S 0 ∈ CSl ∪S 0

Proof (Theorem 3). Suppose (S0 , S1 , . . .), S0 = hei, e ∈ S, is a longest (maybe infinite) sequence of strictly reachable states that
is “part of” cS (∀i ∈ {0, 1, . . .} : ∃S ∈ cS : Si ⊆ S). If this sequence is not a control-flow of e, then by definition the sequence
must be unfinished, i. e., there is a directly reachable state from the sequence’s last state Sl (the sequence must be finite).
Therefore, Sl is part of cS , but each direct reachable state Sl+1 is not. In other words, in Sl is an executable node n, whose
execution leads to Sl+1 . This node n, however, is obviously executable in each state S 0 ∈ cS , Sl ⊆ S 0 , and the sequence above
could be extended. But in this case, however, our sequence is not a longest one . I. e., this sequence must be a control-flow.
Proof (Theorem 4). Considering the theorem, there are two independent cases: The join node j blocks in a control-flow of 1)
the start edge entry or 2) the outgoing edge out of j. The theorem claims that the workflow graph WFG is unsound in both
cases.
Case 1): Each control-flow of entry is equal to a computation from the initial state. If it contains a deadlock, then WFG is
unsound by definition. ✓
Case 2): Proof by contradiction: WFG is sound, but j has a deadlock in a state Sdead in a control-flow fout of out.
In Sdead , there are some incoming edges of j with tokens, and there are some incoming edges of j without token. Let
Missing ⊂ ▷j be the set of edges that have no tokens in Sdead ∩ Missing = ∅. Also Smissing should be states, Smissing ⊆ S(E),
where each computation of these states guarantees at least one token at each edge of Missing (without executing j).
Since WFG is assumed as sound by contradiction, there is a control-flow from the start edge entry, where the edge out of
j gets a token. Let Sout be such a state. Sout consists of the edge out and a multiset Add of edges, Sout = houti ∪ Add.
Based on the assumption, the following holds:



hentryi →∗ houti ∪ Add →∗ Sdead ∪ Add



=⇒

Add 6= ∅

otherwise: hentryi →∗ Sdead

Let Add be the set of all sets of edges Add that are (combined with out) reachable from the initial state: Add = {Add ⊆
E : hentryi →∗ houti ∪ Add}.


hentryi →∗ houti ∪ Add →∗ Sdead ∪ Add is valid for each Add ∈ Add. If Add 6⊆ Smissing , then the execution of j is
not guaranteed from Sdead ∪ Add. WFG can end in a deadlock . Therefore, it must be valid that Add ⊆ Smissing .
In other words, every time out gets a token, it is in a state houti ∪ Smissing , Smissing ∈ Smissing . From this state, it is
guaranteed that all edges of Missing get tokens in a subsequent state Ssub , ▷j ⊆ Ssub , houti ∪ Smissing →∗ Ssub . Let Ssub
be all such subsequent states Ssub , Ssub = {Ssub ⊆ S(E) : ▷j ⊆ Ssub , houti ∪ Smissing →∗ Ssub , Smissing ∈ Smissing }. Since
such a Ssub is reached every time, we depict it with →! for simplification: houti ∪ Smissing →! Ssub .
Each time out gets a token, it is in a state houti ∪ Smissing , Smissing ∈ Smissing . And: houti ∪ Smissing →! Ssub , Ssub ∈ Ssub .
It must hold:





hentryi →∗ houti ∪ Smissing →! Ssub →! houti ∪ S 0 , S 0 ∈ S(E)

=⇒

S 0 ∈ Smissing

In other words, in any computation where out gets a token, the computation is infinite:





0
0
hentryi →∗ houti ∪ Smissing →! Ssub →! houti ∪ Smissing
→! Ssub
→! . . .

Then, however, the execution of WFG never ends in the termination state — WFG is not sound or not fair

.

Proof (Theorem 5). We prove both directions ⇐= and =⇒.
⇐= ∀in ∈ ▷j : ∀P ∈ Pentry→in : P ∩ ↷ (j) 6= ∅ =⇒ ∀fentry ∈ Fentry : j does not have an immediate deadlock in fentry .
This is a constructive proof. There are two complete cases for each control-flow fentry ∈ Fentry in EG(j):
Case 1: fentry does not reach an activation edge of ↷ (j). Since each path to an incoming edge of j has an activation
edge, no token reaches an incoming edge of j (otherwise, the control-flow fentry would pass an activation edge of j).
This means that no token reaches an incoming edge of j, why j does not have an immediate deadlock in fentry . ✓
Case 2: fentry reaches an activation edge of ↷ (j). Therefore, fentry delivers all incoming edges of j with token and no
immediate deadlock is possible at j in fe . ✓
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=⇒ Proof by contradiction:
∀fentry ∈ Fentry : j does not have an immediate deadlock in fentry
∧ ∃in ∈ ▷j : ∃P ∈ Pentry→in : P ∩ ↷ (j) = ∅
Let P be a such a path without activation edges of j from entry to an incoming edge in of j. Also, let a ∈ P be the first
edge that is an activation edge of at least one incoming edge of j. There is at least in on that path, which is an activation
all

edge of itself, then a = in. Remember, a 6↷ j. Since the label of all join nodes in the entry graph is Safe, there is no
deadlock in the entry graph. As a consequence of Theorem 1, at least one control-flow fentry can put a token at each edge
of P to a, which successively leads to a state S with a token on a. In each reachable state of S, in which no token can travel
anymore, there is at least one incoming edge of j with a token. But not in all such reachable states all incoming edges of
j have tokens, otherwise a would be an activation edge for all incoming edges; j blocks immediately in these states.
Proof (Theorem 6). This is a constructive proof. Let Pa and Pb be two routes to ι. Theorem 1 states that tokens can traverse
each path from one edge to another edge in a sound workflow graph. In the following proof, we will only consider those
computations where the tokens of fork strictly follow paths Pa and Pb . For this reason, tokens on a and b can travel on Pa and
Pb . But since WFG is sound, they cannot reach ι at the same time. Without loss of generality, there is a computation from the
start edge that executed fork and where a token travelled from a via Pa to ι, but the token of b on Pb could yet have reached
ι. Suppose the former token of b is now at edge e on Pb in a state S. There are two cases:
Case 1 After e, path Pb does not pass a join node that prevents the token from arriving at ι as long as the former token of a is
on it. Regarding Theorem 1, the token can arrive at ι at the same time as the former token of a. There is an abundance.
Case 2 After e, the path Pb passes at least one join node that prevents the token from arriving at ι as long as the former token
of a is on it. Let join ∈ NJoin , join◁ = {out}, out ∈ Pb , be the last join node that hinders the token on Pb as long as
the former token of a is on ι. There are exactly two cases with the former token of a on ι:
Case 2a There is at least one computation from S where the tokens strictly follow Pa and Pb and where join cannot
be executed after the former token of a leaves ι. Since join has the former token of b at one of its incoming
edges and it also cannot be executed before the former token of a leaves ι, there is a deadlock.
Case 2b In all computations from S where the tokens strictly follow Pa and Pb , join can be executed after the former
token of a leaves ι. Since join cannot be executed until the former token of a has left ι, this leaving of ι
must always lead to tokens on a non-empty set of incoming edges of join in all computations. ι must be an
activation edge for at least one incoming edge of join. But ι cannot be an activation edge of join since join
would receive tokens for all its incoming edges, i. e., also for the incoming edge that already carries the former
token of b. ✓
Proof (Theorem 7). The proof is done by contradiction:
There is a route (Pa , Pb ) from a and b to ι
where ι is not an activation edge for a real non-empty subset of the incoming edges of any join node on Pa and Pb
src(ι) ∈
/ NJoin ∧ WFG is sound
Or in other words:
There is a route (Pa , Pb ) from a and b to ι
where ι is or is not an activation edge of any incoming edge of any join node on Pa and Pb
src(ι) ∈
/ NJoin ∧ WFG is sound
Let Pa and Pb be two routes to ι for which the above equation applies. Theorem 1 states that any path can be traversed by
a token in a sound workflow graph. Otherwise, there would be a deadlock. Therefore, in at least one computation starting in
the initial state, a token of fork can arrive at ι via the path Pa without loss of generality. In the following proof, we will only
consider those computations where the tokens of fork follow strictly the paths Pa and Pb . Well, there are two cases:
Case 1 There is at least one computation in which the former token of a remains at ι until the other former token of b reaches
ι via Pb . Since src(ι) ∈
/ NJoin , an abundance is on ι.
Case 2 There is no computation where the former token of a remains on ι until the other former token of b reaches ι via Pb .
In other words, in each computation (where the tokens strictly follow Pa and Pb ), the token via Pa must not remain
on ι until the other token via Pb reaches ι. I. e., in each such computation the former token of a must leave ι before the
former token of b reaches ι via Pb . In fact, there is no node semantics that can force the former token of a at ι to leave
ι before the former token of b reaches ι via Pb . The only way to force the former token of a to leave ι is to require that
the former token of b reaches ι via Pb . And this is again only possible if there is a node on Pb whose execution depends
on a token at ι. The only node that cannot be executed by the token via Pb alone is a join node. I. e., there is a join
node on Pb whose execution depends on a token on ι. Let join be a join node on Pb , {out} = join◁, out ∈ Pb , whose
execution depends on ι. Let the workflow graph be in a state in which the token via Pb lies on the incoming edge in of
join, in ∈ Pb . There are two subcases:
all

Case 2a ι ↷ join. From the former token of a on ι follows in the guarantee at least one token on each incoming edge
of join. Therefore, in of join also gets an additional token. An abundance on in is possible.
Case 2b ∀in ∈ ▷join : ι 6↷ in. If the former token of a leaves ι and since ι does not guarantee a token on any incoming
edge of join, there is at least one reachable state in which at least one incoming edge in’ ∈ ▷join, in’ 6= in, gets
no token. I. e., there is a reachable state in which join is not executed, but has a token on in: a deadlock.
All cases have contradictions. The theorem holds.
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